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THE EUROPEAN NETWORK
AGAINST 

NATIONALISM
RACISM 

FASCISM  
IN SUPPORT OF  

MIGRANTS 
REFUGEES

UNITED
We believe that racism can only be combated united. Since 1992, more than 550 organisations from 48 
European countries have joined to make Europe a better place - for all. We have to stand together, be united to 
support the anti-racist and anti-discrimination vision and to speak out against racism and the negative political 
tendencies in Europe! With an authentic and living movement we can put antiracism into the mainstream of 
contemporary culture. Young people can and should be a part of the solution to the problem of racism. The 
movement can grow with their opinions and their visions of the Europe they want to live in.

FOR
We stand for unity and hope. Our vision is one of cohesion and intercultural respect all over the world. Together 
we want to build a Europe of tolerance and solidarity, a Europe of respect and perspectives. Diversity is more 
for us than just living our lives next to each other; jointly with intercultural understanding and cooperation it 
forms the fundamental premise of our work.

INTERCULTURAL
The best way to stop racism is to get to know each other and to learn from common experience. Every 
organisation is an expert in its field and in its region, sharing common goals. Strengthening these existing 
intercultural relations between grass-roots organisations, civil society, minority groups and political actors is 
UNITED’s most important objective. Diversity is a virtue, solidarity a duty.

ACTION
It is the variety and creativity that makes UNITED campaigns unique. By linking local and national actions, 
we can generate European-wide solidarity and publicity. We can show that there is an enormous amount of 
people that believe in an intercultural open society. European-wide campaigns against racism (21 March), in 
support of refugees (20 June) and against fascism and antisemitism (9 November) have been overwhelmingly 
successfully coordinated by UNITED for more than a decade. UNITED also does effective lobby-work at the 
European commission, the OSCE and the Council of Europe to make our voice heard. Raising awareness in all 
fields of life - that’s the key to defeat racism!
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ABOUT UNITED
UNITED for Intercultural Action is the largest pan-European network of diverse non-governmental organisations 
– with more than 550 supporter organisations in 48 European countries - bringing together the European anti-
discrimination movement in all its shades and variety. Despite the fact that working-topics, political attitudes 
and organisational structures may be different in cooperating organisations, they all are unified in the struggle 
against racism, nationalism, fascism and related forms of discrimination and in support of migrants and 
refugees.

The story of the UNITED Network began in 1992, when participants of two anti-racist European youth 
seminars in Strasbourg (F) recognised the need for a pan-European tool to strengthen and cross-link grassroots 
organisations and their actions to improve their socio-political impact. 1992 was the year of the most violent and 
massive xenophobic riots that took place in Germany after the Second World War - against this background the 
need for a structured info- and networking system urged and since 1993 the basic working principle “UNITED 
We Are Stronger” spreads across entire Europe.

The Network provides a forum for active solidarity and cooperation between member organisations and their 
activists – special emphasis is put on supporting cooperation between organisations from Western and Central 
and Eastern Europe. Therefore, open access to information, stimulation and facilitation of common campaigns, 
coordination of international conferences, exchange of know-how and good practices, and the free provision 
of (net)working tools are integral to serve the needs of the very diverse organisations and groups throughout 
Europe and thus strengthen the European anti-discrimination movement. 

ABOUT THIS REPORT
This report aims to give an overview on the activities of UNITED throughout 2010 and is divided in 2 main 
parts. The first part is devoted to the “highlights” of 2010 and gives an impression on the physical activities 
that where implemented and coordinated by UNITED; while the second part, Theory & Praxis, explains the 
technical and methodological background in more detail.
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HIGHLIGHTS OF 2010

02.03.10-03.03.10
05.08.10-10.08.20
29.08.10-01.09.20 

Tolerance Trainings in Russia
Young people, as future leaders, are in a position to shape society according to their antiracist vision, but need 
to be well-equipped and informed on how to prevent interethnic conflict and spread the concept of human 
rights for all. 

Diverse types of interactive training sessions were the preferred method for engaging participants with these 
core concepts and providing them with the necessary tools. Discussions and presentations from experienced 
participants helped to ground ethnic relations in a local context and identify the causes of conflict. These 
were teamed with role-playing exercises that analysed typical conflict situations, pragmatic responses and 
explored possible alternatives, and brainstorming sessions where ideas to promote tolerance in civil society 
were conceived. 

In 2010, 3 tolerance-training sessions were organised in the cities of Orenburg, Irkutsk and Anapa. These 
tolerance trainings were part of the partnership project between UNITED and the Moscow based Centre 
for Interethnic Cooperation (CIC), titled “Utilising the Network of Ethnic Associations in Russia to provide 
support for Youth Organisations in Russia” (see also Partnership Projects). As some of the youth leaders that 
participated in the tolerance trainings, were eventually able to translate their ideas into local activities with 
the help of CIC, this illustrates how the project developed both their vision and capacities. 

04.03.2010  

Round Table 
“Former Citizens of USSR in Russia, Oblivion and Discrimination”

On 4 March 2010, a round table discussion with the title “Former Citizens of USSR in Russia, Oblivion 
and Discrimination” was organised in the Sakharov Museum in Moscow for participants from diasporas 
communities, the UNITED network and delegations from EU embassies, UN, IOM, European Commission and 
Dutch Embassy Matra programme.
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The discussion focused on the situation for former USSR citizens being neither recognised Russian citizens nor 
receiving another legal status. This group of former USSR citizens, so-called “aliens”, are heavily deprived of 
their rights and belong to the most vulnerable groups in modern Russia. The event gathered a wide audience 
of those interested in the situation for former USSR citizens. Organisers collected expert recommendations 
on how to improve the situation and have been refining them so to stimulate a shift towards the state for 
advancing the realisation of adequate antidiscrimination laws.

This round table discussion was organised in the frame of the UNITED and the Russian based Youth Human 
Rights Movement (YHRM) partnership project “Civil organisations serving society: youth actions against racism, 
nationalism and xenophobia and for Human Rights and inter-cultural dialogue” (see also Partnership Projects).

13.03.10-21.03.10 

European Wide Action Week Against Racism 
Enjoy Diversty

21 March marks the “International Day for the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination”, as declared 
by the United Nations as a reaction to the brutal murder of 69 anti-apartheid demonstrators in South Africa 
50 years ago. It is within this frame that UNITED orchestrates the European Wide Action Week Against Racism 
and thousands of activists across 47 countries organised, attended and made valuable contributions to both 
the campaign and the ongoing struggle against racial discrimination.

This began right at the conception stage of this year’s campaign, with workshop participants at the UNITED 
conference in Kiev brainstorming ideas for a theme and poster. These were further developed even after 
the conference, and it was agreed that the 2010 campaign should focus on the benefits of diversity in our 
environments. The slogan “Enjoy Diversity” proved to be highly inspirational in helping organisations come up 
with fresh ideas for very visual activities and events; different coloured lengths of knitting wool came together 
to create a multicoloured ball at a festival coordinated by Comité de Liaison des Associations d’Etrangers 
in Luxembourg; tying multicoloured ribbons together and entwining them to illustrate the bonds between 
cultures in Greece, organised by University of Thessaly students.
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The offices of government and public institutions in Bosnia – Herzegovina were blitzed by postcards containing 
parts of the prohibition of discrimination law - creative lobbying courtesy of The Youth Group of the Helsinki 
Committee for Human Rights, to serve as a reminder for them to recognise this new law. The innovative 
talents of the network were paraded on the streets in Spain, where students of IES Usandizaga turned the 
pattern of bad weather to their advantage, humorously making the umbrella a symbolic icon of their annual 
demonstration. In Russia, where overt activism has traditionally been rare, we have made notable advances 
in involving young people in collective action. 20 local partner groups of the Youth Human Rights Movement 
cooperated on a diverse programme of activities to explore ideas of ‘normality’, demonstrating the expansion 
of the network and its outreach to this region.

We Want a Colorful World! No words, only colored ribbons, music and 
movement. With these ingredients students in Volos (Greece) carried 
out a successful activity symbolising the bonds between people in an 

intercultural society. 

Students in Spain decided a simple tool like an umbrella can be used 
not only as symbolic protection from racism and xenophobia but also to 
communicate that is important to be active and to claim equal rights for 

a fair society. 

By sending a postcard with a message you can change a person’s 
mind. Imagine you send 150 postcards containing parts of the 

prohibition of discrimination law to governmental and non-governmental 
institutions in Bosnia-Herzegovina.

20 local groups from Russia, Belarus and Ukraine took part in the 
Action Week. Under the common name “Stop Racism” every local 
group used a different approach to ask participants the challenging 

question of what is considered “normal” and “not normal”.

During a 2-day training course with the title “Prevention of Extremism 
and Building up Tolerance in Youth Environment” 21 students in Saint 
Petersburg learned about different methods and tools for fighting racism.

Round table and training seminars were planned by students at several 
universities in Samara on the themes of multiculturalism, antiracism 
and diversity. These activities were supported by the distribution of 

antiracist posters, postcards and thematic cultural interactive games.
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European-Wide Action Week Against Racism

Enjoy Diversity!

Diversity is a Virtue
Solidarity a Duty! 
The discrimination and exclusion of  minorities has a 
significant impact on society. Biased media coverage, 
hate speech, political exploitation of  topics such as 
immigration and integration or their religious and cultural 
customs incites different groups in society against 
each other. Acts of  ignorance, mistrust and hate shape 
the overall atmosphere and consequentially affect 
everybody’s environment - minority or not. 

But we must not despair: there are people all over Europe 
who share a common vision of  Europe as a land of  equal 
rights and opportunities for all. People, who look deeper 
and open their minds, people who have the courage to 
stand up and speak out against racism. All these people, 
Europe's antiracist movement, have to stick together and 
combine forces to be effective and successful in their fight 
for tolerance and equality. We must work united to make 
our message strong and promote solidarity!

Open Your Mind - Enjoy Diversity
This year’s UNITED campaign focused on highlighting the 
positive aspects of  an intercultural society in Europe. The 
diversity that enriches our towns, regions and countries 
should be enjoyed rather than treated with hate and 
hostility. That is why it was important to campaign with 
the slogan “Enjoy Diversity” transmitting this message on 
a local, regional and European level. 

Racism must not be tolerated, not ignored  
Let’s confront it UNITED! 

Activities in 47 Countries!
The European-Wide Action Week Against Racism, which 
took place between the 13th and the 21st of  March 2010 
was joined by hundreds of  grass-roots organisations, 
mobilising against racism and xenophobia. During the 

week, thousands of  people coming from all over Europe, 
from Barcelona to Skopje, from Reykjavík to Samara 
united in their fight against racism and for a world full of  
respect and understanding.

Diversity was promoted by actions such as 
interactive workshops, street protests, conferences, 
roundtables, intercultural festivals, exhibitions, lively 
discussions, lectures, seminars and much more, all to 
encourage people to enjoy and value the diversity of  
today’s intercultural society in Europe. 

In the Netherlands the Diversity Award Show with 
international guests honoured people actively involved 
in antiracist work, giving civil society good examples to 
follow. In Poland a huge campaign involving more than 
a dozen cities was organised to stop an auction portal 
from selling material with racist, xenophobic and neonazi 
content.

Why This Campaign?
The 21st of  March was declared the “International Day 
for the Elimination of  All Forms of  Racial Discrimination” 
by the General Assembly of  the United Nations as a 
reaction to the murder of  69 anti-apartheid demonstrators 
in Sharpeville, South-Africa, in 1960. UNITED initiated the 
European-Wide Action Week Against Racism around the 
21st of  March in 1992 to protest against current forms 
of  racism and discrimination and to promote diversity, 
intercultural dialogue and mutual understanding. Racism 
and discrimination are not just local issues, but have a 
European dimension, which is why they have to be fought 
on all levels: local, national and European. 

The strength of  UNITED campaigns is the amount and 
variety of  organisations, individuals and countries that 
participate in them and the creativity and diversity of  the 
activities that are organised. Shaping this huge campaign 
together, we learn from each other and gain new energy, 
inspiration and motivation to continue with our everyday 

struggle against racism. We are proof  that there is an 
enormous amount of  people that believe in an open, 
multicultural society, we can generate European-wide 
publicity for the single actions we organize in our own 
different countries and the common vision that lies 
behind. Together we are UNITED! 

Campaigning With UNITED
The European-Wide Action Week Against Racism has 
grown into the largest annual antiracist campaign, 
involving thousands of  people in the fight against racism. 
We, who work at the UNITED secretariat in Amsterdam, 
are often asked how such a huge campaign can be 
coordinated by such a small office with only a few staff  
members. The answer is quite simple: UNITED is not an 
office, it is the European network against nationalism, 
racism, fascism and in support of  migrants and refugees. 
This means that all participating organisations carried 
out their own activities, but were able to benefit from a 
strong network structure and the support of  the UNITED 
secretariat who coordinated the campaign: we prepared 
campaign material, distributed it all over Europe, we 
actively motivated hundreds of  NGOs via e-mail and 
phone-calls, we supported them by offering knowledge 
and helping them to find partners etc, and we produced a 
“List of  Activities”, which gives an overview on all events 
that took place during the Action Week. 

To get European-wide attention for the campaign and to 
help the single organisations within the network to make 
their actions visible and known by a wide public, we 
sent out a media release to all the important European 
press agencies, newspapers etc. and finally published 
this report. On behalf  of  the whole network, we would 
like to thank the participating organisations for making 
this successful campaign possible and for their active 
engagement and support in creating this report.

Thousands Campaign UNITED for an Intercultural Europe

campaign report 
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21.04.10-23.04.10 

Kick-off conference Voronezh, Russia
 “Combating Racism: Non-violent Strategies and Tactics”

2010 saw the launch of a 3-year project in cooperation with the Russian partner organisation, Youth Human 
Rights Movement (see also Partnership Projects). The primary goals are to empower youth organisations in 
their fight against racism, hate and intolerance, enabling them to build a strong network for support and 
exchange, and exposing them to efficient tools and positive models in civil society. These were addressed in 
the opening conference “Combating Racism: non-violent strategies and tactics” in Voronezh and then at an 
educational level in the seminar “non-formal approaches to History Teaching and Problems of Xenophobia and 
Intolerance at Schools”.
The conference was attended by activists, representatives of anti-racist organisations and groups, young 
educators, journalists and officials from the regional Youth Department and from United Nations. The 
conference was dedicated to following issues:

-	 discussion of contemporary challenges and problems of anti-racist activity in Russia and Europe; 
-	 presentation of successful practices and discussion of new tactics; 
-	 development of possible non-violent youth actions against racism and discrimination; 
-	 presentation of international networks and initiatives that are open for participation; 

A session held by Dirk Hebecker. UN-OHCHR Senior Human Rights Adviser to the UN Country Team in the 
Russian Federation, was particularly important as he suggested and provided opportunities to cooperate 
with UN office in Russia on several levels. Although scheduled in the programme of the conference, volcanic 
ashes (volcano eruption in Iceland) unfortunately blocked the international experts, the OSCE delegation, the 
delegation of the European and the UNITED staff managed to travel to Russia.

The need to develop such network structures inside the Russian Federation became all the more imperative 
with the violent clashes between nationalists, football fans and riot police that occurred at the end of 
2010. These incidents highlighted the inadequacies of current antidiscrimination policy and the absence of 
a systematic and coordinated way for all state authorities to handle them. Therefore the project also aims 
to influence policy through bringing together government, European bodies and NGO experts in a series of 
seminars and roundtables, such as “How to work with victims of racially-motivated violence: international and 
Russian experience” which took place in Moscow in November. 

Cooperating on this project already has given UNITED activities and campaigns a wider geographical scope, 
as they have recently been able to encompass hard to reach areas in the Russian Federation. Through better 
integration into the network and improved connections with each other, in just the first year of the project, 
Russian youth organisations are already starting to benefit from international expertise, and organisational 
and administrative support.
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11.05.10-16.05.10 

International UNITED Network Conference in Budapest (H)
“Europe All Inclusive? Minorities on the Edge of Society”

Organised at a time of significant political change in Hungary, which has seen the rise of right-wing populism 
embodied by far-right party Jobbik, this conference provided a lens from which participants could explore 
populist trends across Europe. As the Roma community in Hungary are frequently victimised by racist violence 
and simultaneously occupy a socially and economically disadvantaged position, this conference provided many 
opportunities to learn more of their situation as well as workable strategies for its improvement. 

The diverse programme of plenary sessions, small working groups, visits to local NGOs and community led 
projects and practical workshops facilitated by experts provided a multi-layered approach to learning, teamed 
with opportunities to put newly acquired skills into practice. During the Political Cafe, a space where issues 
too current or tangential to be included in the programme can be discussed, participants mobilised in a call 
for action to support Jock Palfreeman, a man jailed for his involvement in the intervention of a racist attack in 
Bulgaria. Creative and campaigning skills were also exercised by those participating in the UNITED Day Against 
Fascism and Antisemitism workshop as they brainstormed for new poster ideas. Reflecting on the downfalls 
and strengths of previous campaigns, the necessity of having easily identifiable images led the group to use 
just a black marker and their drawing skills to create a picture for the next poster.

A vital ingredient to each successful UNITED conference are the numerous possibilities for participants to 
broaden their knowledge base through engaging with different levels of expertise. In Budapest, among the 80 
organisations from 33 countries attending, there was a fresh burst of enthusiasm and new faces, which was 
complemented by a strong presence of highly experienced activists who were keen to share their wisdom and 
talents with others. 

Plenary session Info market - Get connected!
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An International Preparatory Group (IPG) planned the programme content and took responsibility in organising 
and facilitating of workshops and working groups. The IPG was composed from experienced activists from 
following NGOs:

L’Arca (Italy)
Kurt Lewin Foundation (Hungary)
Never Again Association (Poland)
Foundation of Subjective Values (Hungary)
The Union ‘21st Century’ (Georgia)
Centre for Intercultural Dialogue (Republic of Macedonia)
UNITED for Intercultural Action

19.06.10-23.06.10
23.06.10-27.06.10 

Study Trip for Russian Ethnic Minorities 
Enabling and empowering student and leaders of youth organisations to spread values of 
antidiscrimination across different regions in Russia, was at the heart of the partnership project 
between UNITED and the Centre for Interethnic Cooperation (RUS), titled “Utilising the Network 
of Ethnic Associations in Russia to provide support for Youth Organisations in Russia” (see also 
Partnership Projects). 

In summer 2010, two study trips to the Netherlands were arranged specifically for groups of Russian 
ethnic minority youth. The purpose of these study trips was to observe good practices of civil society 
initiatives, student networking and share strategies with antidiscrimination agencies. 16 leaders of 
youth organisations from different regions of Russia had the possibility to come in contact with Dutch 
youth organisations and could observe different strategies to empower representatives of minority 
and ethnic communities. Among the organisations visited were: the Rotterdam Youth Council, the 

Working group on the ‘Danger of Words’ Excursion to Roma radio station in Budapest
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UNITED Conference  •  11-16 May 2010 in Budapest (H)

EUROPE 
ALL INCLUSIVE?

MINORITIES AT THE EDGE    OF SOCIETY
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Youth Centre Factoryzz, Radar - Antidiscrimination Agency, Anne Frank Foundation and many others.

The skills, knowledge and relationships that were established during these days have equipped the 
participants with a broad range of tools to take their work forward and allow the antidiscrimination 
and grassroots movement in Russia to grow.

20.06.2010 

International Refugee Day
“Fatal Realities of Fortress Europe”

The United Nations, on the 50th anniversary of the Geneva Convention in 2001, declared 20 June 
International Refugee Day and UNITED has since been coordinating the European campaign to 
commemorate this day. Whilst it is an occasion when refugees, migrants and the contribution they 
have made to our communities are celebrated, it is also important that UNITED uses this opportunity 
to bring their plight and the injustices they face to the public’s conscious. 

The causes and flows in movement of migrants and asylum seekers are constantly changing in an 
increasingly unstable world, so this year we felt it was important to draw attention to the impact that 

Meeting at the Rotterdam Youth Council Training at Radar, Dutch anti-discrimination agency

Explanation and tour through youth meeting centre Factoryzz Excursion with Youth for Environmental Action
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human caused climate change has on forced migration. By focusing on environmental displacement, 
we offered a new perspective on refugee and migrant issues that highlighted the interconnectedness 
between “our” and “their” lives. Activists from all over Europe were able to come up with fresh ideas 
for action through framing the campaign in this way
From the secretariat, we circulated a press release, provided posters and leaflets for further 

distribution and wrote an sample letter to be used for lobbying to decision-makers about the need 
to formally recognise and protect the environmentally displaced. These both informed the network 
about this topic and provided activists with tools for action. In addition, by promoting the work of a 
local design student who had created a refugee game as an example of good practice on the UNITED 
website, network organisations with given a fun and interactive tool they could either print out and 
use for their activities, or easily modify to make more relevant to their interests. Further campaign 
activities included demonstrations and flash mobs that caught the attention of the general public, as 
well as had a strong political message; film festivals, art competitions, performances and exhibitions 
demonstrated creative ways of engaging people with refugee and migrant issues; round tables, 
debates and project launches had a strong educational purpose; sports tournaments and human 
libraries encouraged integration of refugees in local communities; commemorative services that 
made use of UNITED’s ‘List of Deaths’ raised awareness of the fatal consequences of Fortress Europe. 
Over 80.000 people made their voices heard in this diverse campaign, and each activity made a huge 
contribution to its success. 

A integral part of this campaign is the so-called “List of Death”, which is a product of the ongoing 
monitoring project “The Fatal Realties of Fortress Europe” that up to now documented 14.500 cases 
of refugees and migrants, who have died in their attempt of entering the ‘Fortress’ or as a result of 
Europe’s immigration policies. Since 1993, UNITED has been monitoring the deaths of asylum seekers, 
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25-11-05, name unknown (4 year, boy), Romania, died after falling off a window at Villa Salus
 Reception Centre for migrants in Bologna (I) / 18-11-05, 9 people, names unknown, Africa,

drowned after boat capsized off the coast of Sicily. Ignored by Maltese coast guards. / 27-10-05,
Taras Bilyk, Ukraine, burnt alive after fire in detention centre at Schiphol Airport (NL) / 27-10-

05, Kemal Sahin, Turkey, burnt alive after fire in detention centre at Schiphol Airport (NL) / 27-10-05, 9 people, names unknown, origin unknown, burnt alive after fire in detention centre at Schiphol Airport (NL) / 25-10-05, 7 people, names unknown, Africa, drowned, after vessel sank off the coast of Malta / 6-10-05, 6 people,
names unknown, Sub-Saharan Africa, died in the attempt of entering the enclave of Melilla (E) / 5-10-05, name unknown (man), Vietnam, died after falling off a truck near Peterborough (GB) during a police investigation / 4-10-05, name unknown (18 year, man), Gambia, suicide, found dead in a security cell in Linz, hunger
strike in fear of deportation. / 1-10-05, name unknown (38 year, man), Algeria, died at friends’ house, beaten by security guards when he refused to be deported / 29-9-05, name unknown (30 year, man), Africa, found off the coast of Agrigento (I), drowned after a massive disembarkment / 28-9-05, 5 people, names unknown,
Sub-Saharan Africa, died shot by Moroccan border guards, attempting to enter Spanish enclave Ceuta / 27-9-05, name unknown (20 year, man), Palestine, drowned, jumped off stranded boat off the coast of Sicily, near Marina di Palma (I) / 27-9-05, 34 people, names unknown, origin unknown, drowned, after boat capsised
in stormy waters off the North coast of Cyprus / 21-9-05, 4 people, names unknown, Africa, found dead on a boat off the coast of Tunisia, travelling from Libya to Italy.  / 21-9-05, 18 people, names unknown, Sub-Saharan Africa, drowned off the coast of Morocco, near Dakhla, on their way to Canary Islands. / 19-9-05, name
unknown, Syria, shot by a Turkish coast guard while on a boat on its way to Greece. / 15-9-05, name unknown, Congo, died in Melilla Hospital after attempt to enter the Spanish enclave. / 15-9-05, Manuel Bravo (35 year, man), Angola, suicide, found hanged at Yarl’ s Wood Removal Cr. (GB) in fear of deportation  / 14-9-
05, Edmore Ngwenya (26 year, man), Zimbabwe, suicide, found drowned at Salford Quays (GB) / 11-9-05, 11 people, names unknown, Eritrea, drowned, off the coast of Italy near Gela. Traffickers - 7 Egyptians - were caught  / 10-9-05, name unknown (44 year, woman), Albania, shot by Greek border guard near the border
with Macedonia / 10-9-05, 11 people, names unknown, Eritrea, found dead on Licata Beach (I), drowned after boat got stranded south of Gela (I) / 29-8-05, 2 people, names unknown, Sub-Saharan Africa, died of the injuries sustained after attempting to enter the Spanish enclave of Melilla. / 19-8-05, 26 people, names
unknown, Sudan, drowned, after boat capsized south of Malta / 16-8-05, 2 people, names unknown, Africa, drowned, jumped off the boat while disembarking in Lampedusa (I) / 13-8-05, 4 people, names unknown (men), Sub-Saharan Africa, stowaways, suffocated in container coming from Casablanca (MA) in Rotterdam
(NL) / 8-8-05, 9 people, names unknown, origin unknown, 2 drowned, 7 missing after boat capsized off the coast of Lesvos (GR) / 6-8-05, name unknown (man), origin unknown, drowned after his boat sank off the southern coast of Crete (GR) / 4-8-05, 23 people, names unknown (men), Mali, Senegal, found dead on the
coast of Tarfaya (Ma), drowned after boat capsized on way to Spain / 3-8-05, name unknown (±30 year, man), origin unknown, stowaway, found frozen in the landing gear of a plane in Brussels (B) / 13-7-05, 3 people, names unknown, Somalia, drowned, after their boat capsized off the coast of Turkey near Izmir / 7-7-05,
Babak Ahadi (33 year, man), Iran, suicide, set fire to himself at accommodation cr.in Bristol (GB) in fear of deportation. / 27-6-05, Ramazan Kumluca (19 year, man), Turkey, suicide, found hanged in Campsfield House removal centre in Oxford (GB) / 26-6-05, 2 people, names unknown, Tunisia, drowned, after boat capsized
off the coast of Turkey near Dikili / 13-6-05, 14 people, names unknown (2 men, 6 women, 6 minors), Sub-Saharan Africa, drowned, after shipwreck off the coast of Tanger on their way from Morocco to Spain. / 29-5-05, 2 people, names unknown, Georgia, blown in a minefield between Turkey and Greece while crossing
border / 25-5-05, 16 people, names unknown, Sub-Saharan Africa, found in the Sicilian Channel (I), drowned after boat capsized south of Lampedusa (I) / 12-5-05, 3 people, names unknown, Africa, stowaways, found dead in a container on a Danish ship between Morocco and Spain. / 11-5-05, name unknown (minor),
Morocco, found dead on a ship transporting migrants, stopped near the coast of Andalusia (E) / 3-5-05, name unknown, origin unknown, drowned, found dead on the beach of Morro Besudo, Canary islands (E) / 15-4-05, 24 people, names unknown, Africa, 5 drowned, 19 missing, after boat sank on its way from Libya to
Italy / 10-4-05, 16 people, names unknown, Morocco, reportedly drowned off the coast of Algeria on way to Spain / 10-4-05, 2 people, names unknown, Morocco, died of starvation on way to Spain, found on a boat drifting off the coast of Algeria / 4-4-05, name unknown, Tunisia, blown in minefield in attempt to cross the
Turkish-Greek border / 4-4-05, name unknown, Mauritania, blown in minefield in attempt to cross the Turkish-Greek border / 1-4-05, name unknown (3 months, boy), Sub-Saharan Africa, died of hypothermia in his mother’s arms on their boat to Spain / 31-3-05, 13 people, names unknown, Sub-Saharan Africa, died of
starvation on a boat drifting near El-Hierro (E) / 25-3-05, 3 people, names unknown (men), China, Mongolia, reportedly drowned, thrown off boat by smugglers 15 miles from Punta Secca (I) / 25-3-05, 6 people, names unknown (5 men, 1 woman), China, Mongolia, drowned, thrown off boat by smugglers 15 miles from
Punta Secca (I)  / 12-3-05, 50 people, names unknown, origin unknown, reportedly drowned in attempt to reach Canaries from Fum al-Wad, West Sahara (MA) / 12-3-05, 11 people, names unknown, Sub-Saharan Africa, found dead near the coast of Fum Wad, El-Aiun, West Sahara (MA) / 11-3-05, 11 people, names unknown,
Bangladesh, found dead on a boat from Morocco to Spain / 1-3-05, Ali Jafari (25 year, man), Afghanistan, missing, after being deported to Afghanistan, after a 18 months asylum in BG / 26-2-05, 2 people, names unknown (20-28,men), Morocco, died at hospital in Oran (DZ) after boat was found drifting off the coast of
Tunisia / 26-2-05, 35 people, names unknown (20-28 years, men), Morocco, reportedly drowned near Oran (DZ) on the way from al-Hoceima (MA) to Spain / 25-2-05, 2 people, names unknown, origin unknown, found dead on a boat drifting near Oran (DZ), from Morocco to Almeria (E) / 18-2-05, 26 people, names unknown,
origin unknown, reportedly drowned after shipwreck off the coast of Libya, on way to Italy / 18-2-05, 9 people, names unknown, Egypt, drowned, after shipwreck off the coast of Libya, on way to Italy / 14-2-05, Vincent Shem, Ghana, suicide, found hanged in HM Prison in Wandsworth (GB) / 7-2-05, 39 people, names unknown,
origin unknown, reportedly drowned after 10-day sail from Al-Hoceima (MA) to Spain / 1-2-05, 2 people, names unknown, Senegal, drowned, after shipwreck off the coast of Morocco near El-Ayunan on way to Spain / 25-1-05, Vladislav Babayan (man), Armenia, suicide, found hanged  in Merksplas (B), in fear of deportation
/ 23-1-05, name unknown (25-30 year, man), origin unknown, suicide, found hanged in prison in Sarnen (CH) / 19-1-05, 10 people, names unknown, origin unknown, found dead on a boat drifting 480 km south of Canaries Isl. (E) / 7-1-05, Laye Kondé, Sierra Leone, died in Bremen (D), forced to drink medication by police in
search for drugs / 7-1-05, Oury Jallow (21 year, man), Sierra Leone, burnt alive, found tied to a bed in a police cell in Dessau (D), case under investigation / 5-1-05, name unknown, Africa, died of exhaustion, found dead on a beach in Fuerteventura (E) / 2-1-05, name unknown, Iran/Somalia, reportedly  drowned, after a
boat carrying 15 people sank off Turkish coast / 2-1-05, name unknown, Iran/Somalia, drowned, after boat carrying 15 people sank off Turkish coast / 28-6-09, 2 people, names unknown, origin unknown, suicide, found dead at Schiphol Airport detention centre (NL) / 30-12-04, name unknown (man), Sub-Saharan Africa,
drowned, body found floating near Agaete - Las Palmas de Gran Canaria (E) / 30-12-04, 4 people, names unknown, Morocco, reportedly drowned near Targha (MA) on their way to Spain  / 30-12-04, 6 people, names unknown, Morocco, drowned near Targha (MA) on their way to Spain / 26-12-04, name unknown (man),
Sub-Saharan Africa, dead body found floating near San Cristóbal de Las Palmas de Gran Canaria (E) / 24-12-04, name unknown (man), Sub-Saharan Africa, dead body found near Gran Canaria (E)  / 23-12-04, 2 people, names unknown (men), origin unknown, bodies found on a boat carrying about 37 people near
Fuerteventura (E) / 23-12-04, 13 people, names unknown, Sub-Saharan Africa, dead bodies found on a boat drifting near Fuerteventura (E) / 22-12-04, 2 people, names unknown, Sub-Saharan Africa, dead bodies found on a boat drifting near Fuerteventura (E) / 21-12-04, name unknown, Africa, reportedly drowned, after
falling off boat 24 miles from Fuerteventura (E) / 20-12-04, Razgar Rassool Hamad (24  year, man), Iraq, died from hypothermia, body found outside a disused factory in West Bromwich (UK) / 17-12-04, 2 people, names unknown, origin unknown, died in attempt to enter into Melilla (E), found dead on a cliff / 17-12-04,
name unknown, Sub-Saharan Africa, drowned, body found in Lobos (E) 2 weeks after boat capsized off Fuerteventura / 16-12-04, name unknown (man), origin unknown, drowned, jumped off a vessel off the coast of Ghar Lapsi and Hagar Qim (Ma) / 14-12-04, name unknown, Afghanistan, drowned after boat carrying 17
people sank off Samos (GR) 4 days before / 10-12-04, Necati Ozcan (man), origin unknown, died in S.G.Hospital (London, GB)while in detention, reportedly of cancer / 10-12-04, 3 people, names unknown, Afghanistan, drowned after boat carrying 17 people sank off Samos (GR) / 4-12-04, name unknown (man), Sub-
Saharan Africa, reportedly drowned after boat carrying 40 people capsized off Fuerteventura (E) / 4-12-04, name unknown (woman), Sub-Saharan Africa, reportedly drowned after boat carrying 40 people capsized off Fuerteventura (E) / 30-11-04, name unknown (man), Africa, stowaway, fallen from wheel bay of a plane,
body found in Louvain (B) / 28-11-04, 2 people, names unknown, Sub-Saharan Africa, drowned, bodies rescued after boat capsized near Antigua (E) / 28-11-04, 14 people, names unknown, Sub-Saharan Africa, reportedly drowned during rescue operation of boat capsized near Antigua (E) / 16-11-04, name unknown, Africa,
stowaway, found dead in wheel bay of a plane arrived in Paris (F) from Mali / 14-11-04, 12 people, names unknown, origin unknown, reportedly drowned, after boat capsized off the coast of Malta / 13-11-04, 10 people, names unknown, origin unknown, drowned, after boat capsized in stormy waters off the coast of Malta /
12-11-04, 2 people, names unknown, Sub-Saharan Africa, drowned near Fuerteventura (E) during rescue attempt / 12-11-04, 5 people, names unknown, Sub-Saharan Africa, reportedly drowned near Fuerteventura (E) during rescue attempt / 10-11-04, 9 people, names unknown, Somalia/Mauritania, drowned, after boat
from Africa capsized in Aegean Sea / 10-11-04, 7 people, names unknown, Somalia/Mauritania, reportedly drowned, after boat  from Africa capsized in Aegean Sea / 7-11-04, Kenny Peter (man), Nigeria, suicide, died  after jumping off  Colnbrook imm. Removal centre (GB). / 1-11-04, Bukola Ogunyemi, Nigeria, died after
being beaten up at French airport for not having visa from Hungary / 28-10-04, name unknown, origin unknown, drowned, found dead near Licata (I) / 23-10-04, name unknown (baby), Somalia, born dead, thrown over board before Maltese rescue team arrived / 15-10-04, John Kanau Manana (24 year, man), Kenya, suicide,
found hanged in his cell at Leicester prison (GB). / 15-10-04, 28 people, names unknown, origin unknown, dead bodies found near Tarfaya (Ma) / 14-10-04, Majid Rafieei (man), Iraq, suicide, found hanged at his home in Sheffield (GB) after asylum claim was refused / 14-10-04, name unknown (man), Egypt/Pakistan,
reportedly drowned after boat capsized 70 miles from Malta / 14-10-04, name unknown (man), Egypt/Pakistan, drowned after boat capsized 70 miles from Malta / 3-10-04, 42 people, names unknown, North Africa, reportedly drowned, after boat capsized off the coast of Tunisia / 3-10-04, 22 people, names unknown, North
Africa, drowned, after boat capsized 170 km from Tunisia / 2-10-04, 75 people, names unknown, Morocco/Tunisia, drowned after their boat sank off the coast of Tunisia  on way to Italy. / 1-10-04, 30 people, names unknown, origin unknown, reportedly drowned near Lampedusa (I) / 30-9-04, 2 people, names unknown,
origin unknown, reportedly drowned after their boat capsized on way to Fuerteventura (E) / 29-9-04, name unknown (40 year, man), Slovakia, suicide, set himself on fire in Paris (F) in front of his embassy / 26-9-04, Ceife Yimene (24 year, man), Ethiopia, suicide, found hanged in an emergency accommodation in Newcastle
(GB)  / 21-9-04, 4 people, names unknown, origin unknown, drowned, found dead on a boat drifting a few miles from Zarzis (TN) / 20-9-04, 5 people, names unknown, Afghanistan, drowned, after their boat capsized in stormy waters off of the Greek coast near Samos. / 11-9-04, Kalan Kara Karim (29 years, man), origin
unknown, died while in detention in Great Britain / 10-9-04, name unknown (32 years, man), Algeria, reportedly drowned, found at border of Playa de la Hípica (E) and Beni-Enzar (MA) / 9-9-04, name unknown (man), Morocco, suicide, during his deportation from Almería (E) to Al-Hoceima (MA) / 9-9-04, 5 people, names
unknown, Africa, reportedly drowned after shipwreck near Fuerteventura / 9-9-04, 8 people, names unknown, origin unknown, reportedly drowned 50 km from Entellada-Fuerteventura (E) / 8-9-04, name unknown (man), Congo, suicide, found dead in Merksplas (B), after being denied medical assistance / 3-9-04, 2 people,
names unknown (men), origin unknown, drowned, found  floating off the coast of Tangier (MA) / 2-9-04, Rafiq Sjirinov, Azerbaijan, died after being deported from Sweden to Azerbaijan.  / 2-9-04, name unknown (man), Maghreb, drowned, body found near Benzú, Ceuta (E) / 1-9-04, name unknown (17 years, man), Nigeria,
suicide, found hanged in his cell in Bellinzone (CH) / 1-9-04, 6 people, names unknown (± 16 years, man), origin unknown, reportedly drowned, after shipwreck between Capo Bon (TN) and Pantelleria (I) / 29-8-04, name unknown, Morocco, drowned, found floating near harbour of Algesiras (E) / 29-8-04, 2 people, names
unknown, origin unknown, stowaways, bodies found in two trucks in Cairo (Egypt) on their way to Italy / 25-8-04, Amor Knis (25 years), Tunisia, stowaway, body found in the trunk of his girlfriend’s car in Genova (I) / 24-8-04, name unknown (25 years, man), Morocco, stowaway, found dead in the roof luggage rack of a car
on way to Spain / 21-8-04, 2 people, names unknown, Sub-Saharan Africa, drowned, after a shipwreck off the coast of Fuerteventura (E) / 21-8-04, name unknown, Maghreb, dead body found on the beach in Granada (E) / 21-8-04, name unknown, Mali, drowned, body found in Los Pajaritos (E), after shipwreck near
Fuerteventura (E) / 21-8-04, 3 people, names unknown, Sub-Saharan Africa, drowned, found in Los Pajaritos (E), after shipwreck near Fuerteventura (E)  / 21-8-04, name unknown (25 years, man), Morocco, stowaway, dead body found in Playa de Palmones-Los Barrios, Cadiz (E) / 21-8-04, name unknown (man), Maghreb,
drowned, jumped overboard in fear of border guards near Motril (E) / 20-8-04, name unknown (man), Nigeria, suicide, found dead in detention centre in Rotterdam (NL), in fear of deportation / 17-8-04, 14 people, names unknown, origin unknown, drowned, found dead on the beach of El-Aaiún, West Sahara (MA) / 16-8-04,
16 people, names unknown, origin unknown, reportedly drowned, after boat capsized with 34 people on way to Canaries (E) / 16-8-04, 4 people, names unknown, Sub-Saharan Africa, drowned, found dead on the beach of El-Aaiún, West Sahara (MA) / 15-8-04, name unknown (man), origin unknown, arm belonging to an
asylum seeker found near Uznach (CH) / 13-8-04, name unknown (woman), Sub-Saharan Africa, drowned, after boat capsized on its way  to Fuerteventura (E) / 13-8-04, 32 people, names unknown, Sub-Saharan Africa, "reportedly drowned; boat capsized with 39 people going to Fuerteventura (E)" / 9-8-04, Chukwuemeka
C. Onyegbule (23 years, man), Nigeria, suicide, found hanged in Forest /Vorst Prison (Bruxelles) under mysterious circumstances / 8-8-04, name unknown, origin unknown, found dead, floating off the beach of Punta Carnero, Algesiras (E) / 8-8-04, name unknown (1year, boy), Liberia, died in overcrowded boat trying to
reach Italy from Libya, thrown off the boat / 8-8-04, name unknown (man), North Africa, died during rescue of an overcrowded boat trying to reach Italy from Libya / 8-8-04, 26 people, names unknown, North Africa, died in overcrowded boat trying to reach I from Libya, bodies thrown overboard / 7-8-04, name unknown,
Africa, died during rescue attempt by Italian authorities in Siracusa (I) / 5-8-04, name unknown (30years, woman), Sudan, pregnant, reportedly thrown off a boat to Italy by other migrants / 2-8-04, 5 people, names unknown, North Africa, reportedly drowned, after shipwreck off the coast of Cadiz (E) / 1-8-04, 23 people,
names unknown, origin unknown, reportedly drowned near Zelid (LY) / 1-8-04, 18 people, names unknown, origin unknown, drowned, found dead near Zelid (LY) / 1-8-04, Ako Mahmood Ahmed (25years, man), Iraq, suicide, jumped off a bridge at Coventry shopping cr.(UK), suffered from depression / 1-8-04, name unknown,
Morocco, stowaway, dead body found in a car in Cadiz (E) / 1-8-04, Taher Mohamed Zanati, Egypt, drowned, after shipwreck off the coast of Libya / 31-7-04, name unknown  (6 months), Sub-Saharan Africa, drowned near Punta Paloma in Tarifa (E), after boat capsized  / 31-7-04, name unknown, woman, sub-Saharan,
drowned near Punta Paloma in Tarifa (E), after boat capsized with 33 people / 31-7-04, 3 people, names unknown (men), Maghreb, drowned near Punta Paloma in Tarifa (E), after patera capsized with 33 people / 30-7-04, 10 people, names unknown, origin unknown, reportedly drowned after boat capsized with 33 migrants
near Punta Paloma (E) / 30-7-04, Carlos Requelme (50 years, man), Chile, suicide, found hanged in prison in Livorno (I), waiting to be put on trial / 28-7-04, name unknown (34 years, man), Dominican Republic, suicide, found hanged in prison in Busto Arsizio (I) after 4 days of detention / 26-7-04, name unknown (man),
Sub-Saharan-Africa, dead body found floating near the coast of Melilla (E) / 23-7-04, Tung Tran Quang (23 years, man), Vietnam, suicide, found hanged in a toilet at Dungavel Detention Centre (Scotland-GB). He was denied interpreter. / 19-7-04, Sergey Barnuyck (31 years, man), Ukraine, suicide, hanged himself in
Harmondsworth Centre (GB) in fear of deportation / 9-7-04, name unknown (man), Morocco, drowned, body found in Lanzarote (E) / 5-7-04, 5 people, names unknown, origin unknown, reportedly drowned, found dead near Tripoli (LY) / 2-7-04, Nicolae Doru  (37 years, man), Romania, suicide, found hanged in prison in
Frosinone (I) in fear of deportation / 1-7-04, name unknown (man), Vietnam, shot by the police in Purmerend (NL) in front of his flat / 1-7-04, Salah Talbouz (28 years, man), Morocco, suicide, found hanged in prison in Ivrea (I) / 1-7-04, name unknown (man), origin unknown, stowaway, reportedly died in cargo ship "Victoria",
his body removed near Casablanca / 1-7-04, name unknown (25 years, man), Bangladesh, suicide under psychiatric care at Akademiska S. in Uppsala after reject. of as.appl. / 29-6-04, 6 people, names unknown, origin unknown, reportedly drowned after shipwreck near Capo Bon (TN) / 29-6-04, 9 people, names unknown,
origin unknown, drowned after shipwreck near Capo Bon (TN) / 25-6-04, Hussein Nasseri (26 years, man), Iran, suicide, shot himself in his car after his asylum claim was refused (GB) / 24-6-04, name unknown, origin unknown, drowned, dead body found near Lampedusa (I) / 14-6-04, name unknown (man), N.N., dead
body found in Vélez-Málaga beach (E), reportedly a refugee from a shipwreck / 8-6-04, name unknown (27 years, man), origin unknown, hanged himself in refugee housing facility in GB, police refused to reveal details / 7-6-04, 9 people, names unknown, origin unknown, decomposing bodies were found in the southwest of
the island of Crete (GR) / 6-6-04, 6 people, names unknown (young men), Tunisia, drowned after their boat sank near the port of Sfax on way from Tunisia to Italy / 5-6-04, 4 people, names unknown, origin unknown, drowned, decomposed bodies retrieved from sea off island of Crete (GR) / 4-6-04, 4 people, names unknown,
Tunisia, reportedly drowned on way to Italy,  found dead after shipwreck near Sfax (Tunisia) / 4-6-04, 6 people, names unknown, Tunisia, drowned on way to Italy, found dead after shipwreck near Sfax (Tunisia) / 1-6-04, Abdinassir Abdulatif, Somalia, killed in Mogadishu (Somalia) after deportation from NL / 1-6-04, Mohamed
Yahya, Somalia, killed by other clan after deportation from DK to Mogadishu (Somalia)  / 28-5-04, Azrar Ayub (24 years), origin unknown, died at Prestwich hospital, after being sedated and restrained by staff / 25-5-04, Georgy Petko (37 years, man), Ukraine, died in fear of  deportation from Portugal to Ukraine, auth.
overruled court sentence / 25-5-04, 3 people, names unknown (men), origin unknown, found dead on highway A7, after being abandoned by driver of a van near San Roque (E) / 23-5-04, 4 people, names unknown, Senegal, stowaways, reportedly drowned, forced overboard 2000 km off Canary Islands / 18-5-04, name
unknown (man), Africa, stowaway, found dead  in landing gear of plane from Africa, 10 km south of Lisbon (P) / 18-5-04, Zekria Ghulam Moham (27 years, man), Afghanistan, suicide, found hanged in his flat in Glasgow (GB), facing eviction / 17-5-04, 5 people, names unknown, Africa, stowaway, died from inhalation of toxic

countries. We want to wake up the policy-makers and show them the human cost
of their decisions. UNITED, Postbus 413, NL-1000  AK Amsterdam, phone
+31-20-6834778, fax 31-20-6834582, info@unitedagainstracism.org,
www.unitedagainstracism.org. Photo: ©Ad van Denderen - www.go-no-go.nl

gas in a ship on way to Las Palmas (E) / 17-5-04, name unknown, Africa, stowaway, found dead in De Gaulle airport (F) on a flight from Madagascar   •   Since 1993 UNITED monitors the deadly results of the policies summarised as the building of a 'Fortress Europe'. Around 10.000 deaths (a.o. those listed above)
in the period 1993-2007 can be put down to border militarisation, asylum laws, detention policies and deportations. These are the consequences when Europe locks up. The photograph shows African immigrants arriving at the beach of Punta Paloma (Spanish South coast). The Strait of Gibraltar has become
a mass grave for immigrants, because thousands of them drown in their effort to reach 'Fortress Europe'. UNITED for Intercultural Action - the European network against nationalism, racism, fascism and in support of migrants and refugees - unites more than 560 organisations from 46 European
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Spreading of  UNITED campaign information during a demonstration Representative of UNITED speaking during the ‘Climate Justice’ 
demonstration
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refugees and undocumented migrants seeking a better life in Europe. The List of Deaths is compiled 
from this data, including attempts to enter Europe, and as a result of European immigration policies 
including deportation procedures, detention conditions and the inadequacies of asylum application 
processes. This ongoing project draws unwelcome attention to human rights violations and the 
exclusionary immigration and asylum policies taking over Europe.

The strength of the List lies in its ability to be used in projects by researchers, students, journalists 
and artists working in the field. The document is prepared user-friendly and flexible so that its data 
can be used creatively, as a lobbying tool and as a starting point for further research, all of which 
took place in 2010. Making the data more visual has been a long-term goal for all of those working 
on the List and the past year has seen huge progress in this respect. An interactive web program was 
developed by Owni, an updated map showing the migration flows into Europe was published in Le 
Monde Diplomatique, whilst Elise du Gay designed a graphic presentation of the data in Les Visions 
Cartes, which sought to highlight the fatal experience of the individual, who can sometimes get lost 
in quantitative data. 

Ubenmorgen made creative use of the List when they did curate an exhibition in Austria; constructing 
a fictional office of the “Asylum Defence Agency” full of documents and images addressing asylum 
and irregular migration. Aside from these, a UNITED delegate was also invited to present the data at 
a Climate Justice Action in Amsterdam. 
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In various ways the data of the UNITED ‘Death List’ were made 
more visual 

Constructing a fictional office of the “Asylum Defence Agency”.
The UNITED ‘Death List’ was used for an exhibition in Austria
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09.10.10-13.10.2010 

Study trip for Russian Antiracism Activists to Amsterdam

Networking both nationally and internationally remains crucial for civil society organisations as it 
equips them with long-lasting resources, exchange of good practice and support for their work. 

A study visit to Amsterdam, organised in October as part of the UNITED partnership project with 
Youth Human Rights Movement, “Civil organisations serving society: youth actions against racism, 
nationalism and xenophobia and for Human Rights and inter-cultural dialogue”, introduced Russian 
youth activists to antidiscrimination agencies, human rights educators, community and student led 
initiatives functioning in the Netherlands. They were also able to contribute their expertise and 
perspectives to help the local community to understand the particular situation in Russia. 

This cultural exchange provided new models for positive action, opened up channels of communication 
and broadened perspectives in the international movement against racism and fascism.

09.11.2010 

International Day Against Fascism and Antisemitism
“WIPE OUT HATE”

On 9 November 1938, nazi Germany started a pogrom against Jewish people. SA Storm Troopers 
and civilians destroyed more than 1400 synagogues and other places of religious service, as well as 
thousands of Jewish homes, shops and graveyards, and imprisoned, injured and killed hundreds of 
Jews in nazi Germany and parts of Austria. Pieces of broken windows covering the streets in many 
German cities gave rise to the name “Kristallnacht”, which freely translated means the Night of 
Broken Glass. The “Kristallnacht” pogrom is seen as the symbolic beginning of the Holocaust - the 
systematic extermination of Jewish people. It reminds us that the persecution of Jews by the nazis 
did not start with deportations and concentration camps, but developed step by step and eventually 
led to the murder of at least 6 millions Jewish people and 5,5 million “enemies of the German state”: 
homosexuals, criminals and “asocial” people, Jehovah’s Witnesses, people with mental disabilities, 
minorities like Roma and Sinti, political “offenders” such as communists, socialists, Spanish Republican 
refugees or simply people who challenged the national-socialist ideology (antifascists, so to speak).

Since 1993, UNITED coordinates a pan-European campaign on occasion of 9 November and coined 
this date International Day Against Fascism and Antisemitism.
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Visit to the Anne Frank House and ‘Free to Choose’ training Lecture by YHRM representatives on the partnership project and the 
current situation in Russia at the university in The Hague
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Hundreds of activities in 49 countries
The 2010 International Day Against Fascism and Antisemitism was very much influenced by the 
current tendencies of right-wing extremism and antisemitism in Europe and the particular situation 
in each country. The lessons taught from human catastrophes, such as the Holocaust and totalitarian 
regimes, still seem not to be clear enough. Right-wing extremism is gaining ground all around and 
the alarming rise of hate crimes against particular groups within society becomes a daily constant. 
Freedom of individuals is encroached by unjust policies and state measures in the name of public 
security. And the political right-wing scent chances with the utilization of populist propaganda against 
a “new enemy” – the Islam – following in the wake of an economic crisis at the expenses of especially 
workers, employees, families and youth.
Yet again, UNITED unified hundreds of organisations and informal groups all over Europe under 
one common slogan to commemorate the Holocaust and take a stand against present right-wing 
tendencies and violence. The large variety and creativity of hundreds of campaign activities in 49 
European countries sent out the clear message “Never Again!” and inspired hope for a just and 
peaceful future in an inclusive Europe.
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Right-wing populism drifts over Norway but SOS Racisme and Norsk 
Folkehjelp don’t accept it and marked the 9 November with a torchlight 

procession.

Hate crimes, attacks on antifascists, high level of  xenophobia - that is 
still the current situation in Russia, but with the action week “Crystal 

Night-Never Again!” the Youth Human Rights Movement made a huge 
signal against all forms of  hate.

‘We Against Fascism and Antisemitsm’ was the slogan in Lithuania 
in a week-long series of  events as exhibitions, theatre and sport 

competitions. 

In Valencia in Spain, one of  the cities with the most hatred attacks, 
Jewish, Islamic, Roma, migrant and antifascist organisations created 

together a ‘Hate-Free Area’. 
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WIPE OUT

'KRISTALLNACHT' POGROM COMMEMORATION
campaign report    2010

9 NOVEMBER
INTERNATIONAL DAY AGAINST FASCISM & ANTISEMITISM

2009 neo-nazi march in Dresden, Germany 
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21.11.-26.11.2010 

International UNITED Network Conference in Moscow (RUS)
“What Can You(th) Do? Networking for Intercultural Dialogue”

This international conference was the culminating event of “Utilising the Network of Ethnic 
Associations in Russia to Provide Support for Youth Organisations in Russia” a partnership project of 
UNITED for Intercultural Action and the Centre for Interethnic Cooperation (CIC).

From 21 to 26 November, a diverse group of 81 delegates from 91 organisations and 25 European 
countries came together with the collective aim of capacity building for youth organisations, 
strengthening ties between European and Russian human rights activists, and sharing good practice 
and strategies in their work. Whilst Russia is an ethnically diverse country, ethnic minorities have 
historically faced a constant struggle for their rights to be accepted within society and organisers 
were committed to providing a working environment where the development of civil society, active 
youth participation and a positive attitude towards cultural diversity in Russia could be promoted.

Due to the unique nature of this conference, with regards to the joint project between UNITED and 
CIC, many participants spoke either only English or Russian. Therefore, working across language 
barriers became a key challenge; plenary sessions were conducted in both languages, with consecutive 
translation provided by a small group of interpreters, whereas workshops were conducted in either 
Russian or English and participants could select where to go. The efforts of translators were extremely 
valuable, but in order to foster a truly interactive environment, participants found creative means for 
mutual understanding and communicating with each other. These involved physical group games, 
performing and learning traditional music and dances from each other’s cultures and being introduced 
to new cuisine.
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Throughout the joint CIC/UNITED project twelve training sessions and 
events were carried out in twelve cities in Russia. Hundreds members of  

student and ethnic organisations took part in these sessions.

Part of  the conference was a meeting at the Moscow State University, 
faculty of  Journalism.

Discussion after a lecture Openings session of the conference, with consecutive translation
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Corresponding to the pressing concerns of Russian society and the needs of local youth activism, 
the conference most notably addressed understanding, responding and preventing hate crime, and 
offered numerous workshops that equipped participants with practical tools to fight discrimination 
and intolerance.
The International Preparatory Group took overall responsibility for planning the conference and the 
programme content, supported by workshop facilitators and experts. The IPG consisted of activists 
from across Europe:
Anne Frank Stichting (NL)
Augustaschacht Memorial (D)
Centre for Interethnic Cooperation (RUS)
Marom Youth Jewish Organisation (RUS)
Red Cross Youth (CZ)
European Exchange (D)
Reach Out Berlin (D)
Human Rights Monitoring Institute (LT)
ICUMBI (RUS)
Helsinki Citizens’ Assembly (F)
Foundation of Subjective Values (H)
Barcelona Voluntaria (E)
No Border Project - Social Action Centre (UA)
Institute of Race Relations (UK)
Never Again Association (PL)
Centre for Intercultural Dialogue (MK)
UNITED for Intercultural Action

26.11.2010 

Round Table 
“Work with Victims of Racially-motivated Crimes: 
International and Russian Experience” 
Another round table organised in the frame of the partnership project with YHRM “Civil organisations 
serving society: youth actions against racism, nationalism and xenophobia and for Human Rights and 
inter-cultural dialogue” was implemented at the end of 2010 at the Sakharov Centre Moscow. 

The round table “Work with Victims of Racially-motivated Crimes: International and Russian 
Experience” aimed to voice the problems of the work with victims of racist violence, to discuss best 
local practices and to formulate the potential recommendations, which can be implemented both on 
international and national levels. The number of hate crimes in Russia has been remaining very high 
recent years, but still there are no state policy or system in the sphere of support of victims. 

Those NGOs, which focus their work on consulting and help to people (usually from different social 
groups – migrants, foreign students etc.), who suffered from right-wing violence, have a lot of valuable 
experience, which are to be shared and discussed with civil activists, authorities, representatives 
of international NGOs etc. Therefore, this round table addressed the problems of working with 
these victims, shared local best practices and formulated potential recommendations which can be 
implemented both on international and national levels. 

National and International organisations such as ODIHR-OSCE, Foundation “Remembrance, 
Responsibility and Future”, “SOVA Center for Information and Analyses”, Football Against Racism 
Europe shared their experience and expertise with 47 participants. One outcome of the roundtable is 
the initiative to map all existing projects, thus strengthening the network and facilitating the search 
for help. The first results of this mapping are expected in the start of 2011.

PROJECT & CONFERENCE REPORT
Final Conference • 21-26 November 2010 in Moscow, Russia

ОТЧЕТ ПО ПРОЕКТУ И КОНФЕРЕНЦИИ 
Финальная Конференция • 21-26 Ноября 2010 в Москве, Россия

Распространение идей толерантности в 
европейских странах: 
ЧТО МОЖЕТ МОЛОДЕЖЬ? 

WHAT CAN YOU(TH) DO?
Networking for intercultural dialogue
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THEORY & PRAXIS
Campaigns

The campaigns UNITED for Intercultural Action organises are based on the principle of “think globally 
and act locally”. Organisations arrange activities on local level within an intercultural and international 
framework. The UNITED secretariat stimulates and coordinates the diverse campaign activities all 
over Europe on a common date and provides organisations with campaigning-tools (like posters, 
thematic leaflets, PR-material, background information on the campaigns, etc.) advice and contacts 
of local like-minded organisations for possible cooperation.

UNITED’s long lasting experience in organising large-scale campaigns and the often proven and 
reliable networking tools ensure professional campaigning on European level. The well-established 
information system guarantees a smooth flow of information and exchange of knowledge and good 
practices throughout the participating NGOs. The diverse activities, taking place within the annual 
UNITED campaigns, are carried out by youth NGOs, informal groups, educational institutes etc. in all 
Council of Europe member states. Different contents and core topics are individually applied due to 
the local, national and international situations.
The strength of coordinating many actions on a common date is, that we are enabled to draw 
European-wide attention on one specific principal topic. Media, general public, but also policy makers 
are more likely to be interested and attracted by the highlighted issues. Another advantage of the 
UNITED campaigns is the ‘good practice’ effect. European-wide UNITED campaigns interconnect 
a lot of organisations in different countries and through common campaign actions the different 
participating groups are enabled to share experiences, ideas and good practice and empower each 
other in their actions.

For each UNITED campaign the secretariat prepares and spreads special campaign material like 
newspaper-posters, stickers, postcards, logos and slogans adapted to the topic of each campaign. 
The visual materials are developed according to inputs given by participants of international UNITED 
conferences and produced by UNITED. Every year the secretariat gives its best to create new campaign 
material. The supply of grass-roots organisations with professional campaign material for free ensures 
a broad visibility throughout the continent and stronger local impact and media coverage. To create 
inclusiveness and give visibility to campaign activities, no matter the size, the ‘List of Activities’ is an 
opportunity to promote the efforts of those within the network. The ‘List of Activities’ is an extended 
listing of activities taking place within a campaign and, next to online publication, it is distributed as 
supplement of the ‘Calendar of Internationalism’.

9 november   international day
   against fascism and antisemitism

• UNITED for Intercultural Action • European network against nationalism, racism, fascism and in support of migrants and refugees •

www.unitedagainstracism.org

WIPE OUT 9 ноября 

 Ежегодный международный день  

против фашизма и антисемитизма
www.unitedagainstracism.org  •  www.interethnic.org  •  www.yhrm.org www.unitedagainstracism.org  •  www.interethnic.org  •  www.yhrm.org

Campaign posters for the 2010 ‘Kristallnacht’ commemoration and ‘Anti Racism Week’ campaigns in English and Russian language
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On a regular basis, UNITED publishes Information and Thematic Leaflets that enable NGOs, activists, 
educators etc. to find hints, best-practice and specific know-how about topics relevant for the every 
day anti-discrimination work. The authors are expert activists form within different parts of the UNITED 
network and share their knowledge and experience. The leaflets are regularly updated and reprinted. 
Up to now, more than 30 information and thematic leaflets about various topics and concepts used 
in anti-discrimination work have been produced and used as supportive tool for campaigns and are 
distributed on request.

The UNITED campaign reports give background knowledge on the development of racism and fascism 
in different European countries and an overview of activities implemented by NGO’s all over Europe, 
as well information on the campaign’s impact in each country. The campaign report also aims to 
inspire new organisations in joining UNITED campaigns by showing good practices throughout Europe 
and helps NGOs in reporting to their sponsors, lobby at local and national level and provide new ideas 
for future activities. Conference reports provide the structured results of lectures, presentations, 
discussions and analysed thematic contents during international UNITED network conferences. The 
conference reports reflect what has been going on within the network in recent time and what are 
the current trends in society according the anti-discrimination movement in Europe.

‘The Human Library is an idea for bringing 
together people who may not usually 
get the chance to have a conversation: it 
increases understanding between people 
and challenges prejudice and stereotypes. On 
16th March at UEA we are staging a Human 
Library and we are looking for volunteers 
to be human ‘Books’. This would mean you 
would be available to be ‘loaned’ to someone 
else for short conversations. If you feel that 
there is anything about you (your culture, 
faith, sexuality, gender, disability or anything 
else!) that might help others understand 
certain issues better and would like to be 
involved, please get in touch. We make sure 
that all conversations take place in a pleasant 
and safe environment and you would be 
contributing to a wonderful and innovative 
project which now runs in more than 50 
countries around the world. Examples of 
human Books from previous events include 
‘Transgender’, ‘Psychosis’, ‘Refugee’, ‘Self 
Harm’, ‘Lesbian’, ‘Graffiti Artist’, ‘Learning 
Disability’, ‘Bi-Polar’, ‘Service Personnel’ 
‘Recovering Alcoholic’ and ‘Young Asylum 
Seeker’. For more information about the 
concept, visit www.humanlibrary.org’

The next step is to contact local newspapers, 
radio and TV broadcasters and let them know 
about your event. Having Books interviewed 
has proven a good way to publicise events as 
it provides a very good human interest angle. 

When promoting your Human Library, you 
should always try to give a clear indication 
of what the concept is about and why it is 
important to your community to challenge 

prejudice and encourage greater understanding 
of difference.

The second stage of promoting your event 
is to ensure that as many people as possible 
come and borrow your Books. There are many 
ways to do this and, as discussed in the first 
stage of promoting your Human Library, you 
may have specific communications staff who 
can assist you with this. Some of the most 
effective ways to promote your event are:
• Sending information to local media 

(newspapers, radio and TV stations) and 
making your organising team and Books 
available to be interviewed

• Putting up posters and distributing fliers 
ahead of the day

• Put information of your website  and email 
a link to it to all relevant contacts

• Advertising your Human Library on Face-
book, Twitter and other social networking 
websites

• Produce e-fliers, send to all of your relevant 
contacts, asking them to do the same

• Advertising your event in the venue it will 
take place in the days before it takes place

Good Luck!

If you follow these guides you will make a 
great start, however, you will need to be 
flexible and adapt your project to suit your 
needs and circumstances. However, I’m 
sure you will find that wherever you are the 
Human Library will work.

Written by Nick Little 
Human Library Organiser 

September 2010

Useful Resources for Human Library 
Organisers:
• www.humanlibrary.org
• http://eycb.coe.int/LivingLibrary/WebForms
• http://eycb.coe.int/LivingLibrary/

WebForms/OrganisersGuide.aspx 
 (The Human Library organiser’s guide

Don’t judge a book by its cover!!!
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UNITED for intercultural action 
UNITED for Intercultural Action is the European network 
against nationalism, racism, fascism and in support of 
migrants and refugees. More than 560 organisations 
from a wide variety of backgrounds, from all European 
countries, work together in common activities, such as 
European-wide campaigns. Like-minded organisations 
have the opportunity to meet each other at conferences 

and elaborate specific projects. UNITED is and will remain 
independent from all political parties, organisations and 
states, but seeks an active co-operation with other anti-
racist initiatives in Europe. Information is received from 
more than 2000 organisations and mailings go out to 
about 2200 groups in Europe. Let us know if you want to 
get involved! And add UNITED to your mailing list!

UNITED IS SUPPORTED BY:  more than 550 organisations from 48 European countries, many prominent individuals, private supporters and long-term volunteers from Aktion Sühnezeichen Friedensdienste, the European Voluntary 
Service Programme and Austrian Holocaust Memorial Service.
Since 1992 financial support was received from various sponsors such as: European Commission (General Budget/Socrates/Grundtvig/Youth in Action Programme/DG Employment Social Affairs/ TACIS IBPP), Council of Europe (European 
Youth Foundation/European Youth Centres), OSCE-ODIHR, Heinrich-Böll-Stiftung, World Council of Churches, Olof Palmes MinnesFond, Cultural Council Sweden, Ministry of Education Slovenia, Green Group-, Socialist Group-, and GUE/
NGL Group in the European Parliament, European Cultural Foundation, Stiftung West-Östliche Begegnung, Aktionsbündnis Gegen Gewalt, Rechtextremismus und Fremdenfeindlichkeit Brandenburg, Home Office UK, Ministry of Interior-BZK 
NL, Federal Department of Foreign Affairs CH,  the Matra Programme of the Netherlands Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Vuurwerk Internet, Instituto Português da Juventude, National Integration Office Sweden, Service Nationale de la Jeunesse 
Luxembourg, LNU - Norwegian Youth Council, Europees Platform Grundtvig, Friedrich Ebert Stiftung,  Federal Social Insurance Office (Dep. for Youth Affairs) CH, Swiss Coordination Office of Youth for Europe, Federal Service for Combating 
Racism (Fund for Projects Against Racism) CH, Migros Kulturprozent CH, Comunidad de Madrid, Ministry of Youth and Sport of Azerbaijan, The Swedish National Board of Youth Affairs, Rothschild Foundation, Local Municipality of Budapest, 
Open Society Institute, Youth Board of Cyprus, Foundation Remembrance Responsibility and Future, Final Frontiers Internet, Dijkman Offset and others.
	 This	publication	has	received	financial	assistance	from	the	Council	of	Europe	(European	Youth	Foundation)	and	the	European	Union	(Youth	In	Action	Programme)
	 The	contents	of	this	document	are	the	sole	responsibility	of	UNITED	and	can	under	no	circumstances	be	regarded	as	reflecting	the	position	of	the	sponsors.

	 UNITED’s	publications	can	be	freely	re-used,	translated	and	re-distributed,	provided	the	source		-
	www.unitedagainstracism.org	-	is	mentioned	and	a	copy	is	send	to	the	UNITED	secretariat.

Imagine borrowing a book from your local 
library. You enter, you browse, you choose 
a book, you borrow a book, and you read it. 

Now imagine a different library, one where 
the books are people, and where reading 
consists of a conversation. You enter, you 
browse, you choose a book, you borrow a 
person, and you have a conversation. 

This is a Human Library.

UNITED FOR INTERCULTURAL ACTION

EUROPEAN NETWORK AGAINST NATIONALISM, RACISM, FASCISM AND IN SUPPORT OF MIGRANTS AND REFUGEES

Human Library - Don’t judge a book by its cover

Human Library
Don’t judge a book by its cover!

UNITED for Intercultural Action
Postbus 413 • NL-1000 AK Amsterdam • Netherlands
phone +31-20-6834778 • fax +31-20-6834582 • info@unitedagainstracism.org • www.unitedagainstracism.org

The Human Library 

Organisation 

The Human Library Organisation was 
founded in Copenhagen, Denmark by 
the creators of the Human Library, 
with financial birth aid from the Nordic 
Council of Ministers Youth Committee, a 
global supporter of the Human Library. 
The Human Library Organisation aims 
to unite active organisers from all parts 
of the world and to promote the use of 
the Human Library in efforts to create 
more social cohesion and respect for 
diversity and human rights. Through the 
global organisers forum and activities in 
countries around the world, the network 
works to recruit and train new organisers, 
share experiences and further develop 
the methodology. The network is an 
international non-profit organisation and 
has ties to local organisations. Part of the 
mission is to try and encourage volunteer 
regional Human Library co-ordinators, 
to feed in the information, experiences 
and developments in their region. The 
organisation will also serve as a marker for 
the principles of this methodology and an 
entry point for new organisers.

www.humanlibrary.org

Version October 2010

UNITED for Intercultural Action
Это европейская сеть против национализма, расизма, фашизма и в поддержку мигрантов и беженцев

Основная цель этой брошюры – дать общее представление об отрицании Холокоста как явлении и путем изучения аргументации и 
тактики отрицателей Холокоста помочь группам и отдельным активистам, планирующим бороться против данного феномена
Термин «Холокост» обычно используется для обозначения уничтожения евреев в Европе во время Второй Мировой войны. 
С 1941 по 1945 годы нацистами и их союзниками были систематично истреблены шесть миллионов евреев. Холокост как 
явление уникален по своим масштабам и уровню жестокости. Преследование и уничтожение нацистами других групп людей 
(рома (цыган), советских солдат, коммунистов, инвалидов, гомосексуалов, свидетелей Иеговы и т.д.) некоторые ученые также 
определяют как Холокост, однако большинство характеризуют это явление как геноцид именно евреев. Феномен отрицания 
Холокоста в основном ассоциируют именно с Холокостом как уничтожением евреев.
Отрицание Холокоста – это наиболее острая форма так называемого «исторического ревизионизма» в отношении Второй мировой 
войны. Вскоре после её окончания появились первые попытки отрицания Холокоста как явления. Этот феномен приобрел 
популярность среди бывших сторонников нацистского режима, а также среди участников европейских коллаборационистских 
движений. Для них отрицание преступлений геноцида было поводом не признавать свою вину за нацистские преступления. 
Отрицание Холокоста – это точка зрения, представляющая нацистский режим в выгодном свете. Формирование подходов, 
сложившихся к феномену отрицания Холокоста, было обусловлено определенным запросом неонацистского движения. 
Однако, начиная с 90-х годов, отрицание Холокоста как феномена стало развиваться в наиболее широкой и искаженной 
форме. В качестве причин подобного развития можно выделить два основных момента. Первый – постепенное исчезновение 
поколения свидетелей нацистского режима. Второй – падение коммунистических режимов в Центральной и Восточной Европе 
и в связи с этим – международная тенденция к пересмотру тех исторических событий, публичное обсуждение которых прежде 
было под запретом, или тех событий, которые являлись объектами манипуляции со стороны коммунистических партий. 
Некоторые отрицатели Холокоста используют данный контекст для презентации себя в качестве независимых исследователей, 
обнародующих аспекты истории, которые скрывались до сего времени.  
Основной целью отрицания Холокоста является стремление оспорить и высмеять историю страданий еврейского народа во 
время войны. Отрицатели Холокоста  пытаются реабилитировать фашизм путем опровержения прошлого. Отрицание Холокоста 
– самая острая форма выражения антисемитизма, ярко иллюстрирующая систему мышления антисемитов. Таким образом, 
отрицание Холокоста – это результат классического антисемитизма. Как отмечает Кеннет Штерн (Kenneth Stern) в своей книге 
2006 года «Антисемитизм сегодня», «отрицание Холокоста – это про евреев, а не про Холокост».

Отрицание Холокоста: 
как понять и противостоять

В отрицании Холокоста как международной 
тенденции используются несколько стратегий 
аргументации подобной позиции, от полного 
отрицания факта геноцида, производимого 
нацистами, до варьирующихся форм 
приуменьшения  и тривиализации нацистских 
преступлений. 

Первая и наиболее опасная форма – полное 
отрицание фактов геноцида еврейского 
народа. По версии отрицателей, подобного 
события и вовсе не было. Утверждается, что 
это полностью сфабрикованная история, 
придуманная как в интересах государства 
Израиль, так и в целях еврейского 
заговора. В частности, ставятся под 
сомнения все факты уничтожения людей 
в газовых камерах. Разумеется, подобные 
радикальные заявления легко опровергаются 
многочисленными свидетельствами выжи-
вших жертв и свидетелей Холокоста. По этой 

причине ревизионисты уделяют огромное 
внимание попыткам поставить под сомнение 
свидетельские показания жертв, обвиняя их 
в фальсификации данных в целях получения 
своей личной выгоды. По этой же причине 
отрицатели Холокоста прикладывают 
значительные усилия, пытаясь доказать, 
что знаменитый дневник Анны Франк 
(Anne Frank) на самом деле фальшивка, 
предположительно написанная после 
войны. 

Когда становится невозможным не 
признавать сам факт гибели евреев и 
других жертв нацистского режима во время 
Второй мировой войны, возникают попытки 
поставить под сомнение количество жертв, 
значительно преуменьшив масштабы 
катастрофы. Свидетельства о массовых 
убийствах и других злодеяниях объявляются 
сильно преувеличенными. Ревизионисты 

преподносят картину, в которой все 
страдания и разрушения вызваны военными 
действиями, а не геноцидом, проводившимся 
в соответствии с политикой Гитлера и его 
союзников.  

Кроме того, сторонники позиции отрицания 
Холокоста пытаются «обелить» нацистские 
преступления путем противопоставления 
им действий другой стороны – союзных 
войск. В ходе бомбардировки Германии, 
а в особенности Дрездена, по версии 
отрицателей, основным мотивом было чистое 
насилие, и действия нацистов в сравнении 
с ним не представляются чем-то худшим 
(так, члены регионального парламента 
правого крыла экстремистской Национально-
Демократической Партии Германии даже 
использовали термин «бомбовый Холокост» 
по отношению к событиям бомбардировки 
Дрездена союзными войсками).

Основные исторические подходы, использующиеся при отрицании Холокоста как явления

других эффективных мер. По словам Кеннета 
Штерна, исключительно законодательными 
мерами победить отрицание Холокоста 
невозможно – это скорее не вопрос права, 
а вопрос культуры, политики и отношения 
к истории. Эффективная стратегия требует 
применения комплексного подхода.

Источник: Штерн, Кеннет. 1999. Отрицание 
Холокоста: Американский Еврейский  Комитет, 

www.ajc.org 

К примеру, в 2000 г. процесс перевода (с 
согласия государства) на польский язык 
биографии правой руки Гитлера Германа 
Гёринга (Hermann Göring), написанной Дэви-
дом Ирвингом, был остановлен благодаря 
объединенным усилиям антифашистов из 
ассоциации «Никогда Снова» и СМИ. 
Источник: Ассоциация «Никогда Снова» (Польша), 

www.nigdywiecej.org

В мае 2007 г. отрицатель Холокоста Дэвид 
Ирвинг посетил международную книжную 
выставку в Варшаве. Целью его приезда 
была реклама собственных книг, в которых 
он ставил под сомнение ряд важных фактов 
времен Холокоста, таких как наличие газовых 
камер в Аушвице. В результате кампании, 
инициированной в прессе активистами 
Ассоциации «Никогда Снова», Ирвинг был 
немедленно отстранен организаторами от 
участия в книжной выставке. 
Источник: Ассоциация «Никогда Снова» (Польша), 

www.nigdywiecej.org

В Молдове группа бывших узников гетто 
– публицист и музыкальный критик Ефим 
Ткач (Efim Tcaci), академик Ефим Левит (Efim 
Levit) и поэт Анатоль Гужель (Anatol Gujel) – 
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образовательные программы, помогающие 
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Холокосте и опасности роста антисемитизма 
в Европе. Программа на нескольких языках 
доступна на сайте мемориала Яд Вашем: 
www1.yadvashem.org/yv/en/education/educational_
materials/index.asp

Тем не менее, необходимо привлечение 
внимания к проблеме, а также уход от 
избирательной оценки исторических 
событий - как среди политической элиты, так 
и на образовательном уровне и в прессе. Эти 
потребности возникают из необходимости 
восстановления коллективной исторической 
памяти о страшных событиях Холокоста. 
Новые мемориальные проекты должны стать 
моральными и социальными ориентирами и 
привлечь внимание к истории Холокоста. 

 

информационный буклет: 

Отрицание Холокоста: как понять и противостоять
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UNITED for intercultural action 
Вместе за межкультурное взаимодействие - это 
европейская сеть против национализма, расизма, 
фашизма и в поддержку мигрантов и беженцев.

Связанные друг с другом при помощи сети UNIT-
ED, более 560 организаций разных направлений 
из всех стран Европы работают вместе над 
различными мероприятиями, в том числе и 
над проведением общеевропейских кампаний. 
Организации с похожими целями знакомятся 
друг с другом  на конференциях и разрабатывают 
совместные проекты. UNITED всегда остается 
независимой от политических партий, организаций 
и правительств,но стремится к активному 
взаимодействию с различными антирасистскими 
инициативами в Европе. Секретариат получает 
информацию более чем от 2000 организаций и 
осуществляет рассылку более чем 2200 группам по 
всей Европе. Если вы хотите войти в Сеть, сообщите 
нам!И добавьте наш электронный адрес (info@
unitedagainstracism.org) в ваш лист рассылки!

Контакты: 
UNITED for Intercultural Action
Postbus 413, 
NL-1000 AK Amsterdam
Netherlands
phone +31-20-6834778
fax +31-20-6834582
info@unitedagainstracism.org
www.unitedagainstracism.org

Центр межнационального 
сотрудничества (ЦМС) 
был создан в 1997 году для оказания помощи 
национальным диаспорам.
ЦМС провел конференции, семинары и тренинги 
для лидеров этнических сообществ в 30 регионах 
Российской Федерации; для представителей власти 
и правоохранительных структур в 26 регионах; 
для лидеров молодежных организаций в 14 
регионах; для учителей средних школ, сотрудников 
муниципалитетов и журналистов в 4 регионах. ЦМС 
провел семинары с участием ученых и экспертов, 
пресс-конференции и встречи с журналистами, 
вечера дружбы и уроки толерантности, летние 
молодежные лагеря. ЦМС создал и поддерживает 
Сеть национальных организаций в России: www.inter-
ethnic.org/Setnacob.html. ЦМС имеет Специальный 
консультативный статус при Экономико-Социальном 
совете ООН. При поддержке Совета Европы ЦМС 
провел четыре учебных семинара в 2001 и 2003 
годах, посвященных Рамочной Конвенции Совета 
Европы по защите национальных меньшинств 
при участии иностранных специалистов. ЦМС 
вместе с Советом Европы и ОБСЕ организовывал 
встречи с представителями Российских НКО 
в Москве, Екатеринбурге и Краснодаре. ЦМС 
имеет партнерские НКО в США, Великобритании, 
Нидерландах, Италии и на Мальте.

Контакты: 
Центр межнационального 
сотрудничества (ЦМС) 
127055, Москва, а/я 8
center@interethnic.org
www.interethnic.org
http://vkontakte.ru/club8829394

Международное Молодежное 
Правозащитное Движение (МПД)
это сообщество людей и организаций из разных 
стран (сейчас - более 30 государств), для которых 
очень важными являются ценности Прав Человека 
и Достоинство Личности. Нашими основными 
методами являются проведение общественных 
акций и кампаний, исследований, семинаров и 
тренингов по Правам Человека и связанным с ними 
темам, конкурсов творческих работ и социальных 
проектов, выпуск информационных материалов и 
публикаций и многое другое. В рамках сообщества 
МПД развиваются тематические сети по отдельным 
направлениям - правозащитному образованию, 
правам студентов и т.д. Также существует 
Молодежная сеть против расизма и нетерпимости, 
участники которой создали «Антифашистский 
Архив ненасильственных действий» www.a-ar-
chive.org, программу «Защита прав иностранных 
студентов» www.fs.hrworld.ru, ежегодные недели 
«Стоп расизм!» www.stopracism.anti-fa.ru, 
«Хрустальная ночь - Никогда снова» www.9-novem-
ber.hrworld.ru и др. Присоединиться к МПД может 
каждый человек или организация, которым близки 
цели и программы МПД. Подробности доступны 
здесь: www.yhrm.org/rus/join или по запросу в 
Административный центр МПД.

Контакты:
Международное Молодежное 
Правозащитное Движение (МПД)
394000, Воронеж-центр 
а/я 152
тел. +7 4732 54 55 29
тел./факс. +7 4732 54 55 30
admin@yhrm.org, www.yhrm.org
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Держите UNITED  в курсе ваших действий! Если вы что-то 
организуете в рамках или вне действий Сети, пожалуйста, связывайтесь 
с UNITED и рассказывайте о своих планах и акциях. Присылайте нам 
информацию и ваши материалы, делитесь своим опытом с другими 
организациями. Делая это, вы помогаете нам быть в курсе всего, что 
происходит, и действовать более эффективно

ВЫВОДЫ
• Общие действия усиливают наши акции!
• Используйте возможности UNITED для работы со СМИ!
• Сообщайте UNITED о своих акциях заранее, а после их завершения 

рассказывайте об их результатах и о своем опыте! 

ПОДВЕДЕМ ИТОГИ
• Если возможно, включайтесь в международные кампании или 

используйте в своих акциях знаменательные даты!
• Найдите момент, когда вы сможете «зацепить» свою целевую группу!
• Начинайте планировать вовремя!
• Определитесь, о чем будет ваша акция!
• Ищите партнеров и пользуйтесь их поддержкой и опытом!
• Выбирайте эффективные пути донести ваше послание до людей!
• Меньше денег – больше творчества!
• Ищите спонсоров и просите у них не деньги, а товары и услуги.
• Отсутствие денег не означает отсутствие мероприятия!
• UNITED ведет общую международную работу со СМИ.
• Сохраняйте все публикации и ролики о вас и ваших акциях!
• Пишите краткие пресс-релизы!
• Участие в общей кампании привлечет участников к вашей акции!
• Используйте предоставляемые UNITED информационные каналы!
• Сообщайте UNITED о ваших действиях до и после них: рассказывайте 

о результатах и делитесь опытом!

ИДЕИ ДЛЯ МЕРОПРИЯТИЙ В ПОСЛЕДНЮЮ МИНУТУ
Пресс-конференция • межкультурная вечеринка • политические 
дебаты • конкурс рисунков • дискуссия о расизме в школе • музыка 
против расизма • фотовыставка • круглый стол • рок-концерт • 
посещение синагоги/мечети • инфостенд в вузе • развешивание 
постеров в школе/вузе/на улицах • посещение центра для беженцев 
• групповое обсуждение • конкурс сочинений/поэзии • обновление 
сайта с фокусом на антирасизме • межкультурный ужин • выставка 
плакатов UNITED • встреча с людьми, пережившими Холокост • 
кампания по рассылке открыток • межкультурный тур по городам 
страны • встреча с юристами, специализирующимися на расовых 
преступлениях • акции памяти со свечами • дискуссия во время 
обеда у вас на работе • рассказ беженцами своих историй • встречи 
с раввином • приглашение местных политиков к участию в ваших 
акциях • выставка в библиотеке • уничтожение фашистских граффити 
• кинопоказы с дискуссией • выпуск ленты электронных новостей….

ДЕЙСТВУЙТЕ! 
Не важно, что именно вы организуете, это в любом случае значимо для 
осознания общественностью нарушений прав человека, проявлений 
расизма и фашизма. Действуйте и подавайте пример другим! Дайте 
возможность желающим использовать ваш опыт и знания.  Надеемся, 
что вам пригодился этот бюллетень, что он побудил  вас действовать 
и  облегчил вам организацию акций. Не бойтесь, что ваши действия 
разрушат особую атмосферу вашего  региона: если у вас в городе есть 
проявления расизма и нетерпимости, она уже нарушена.  Помните, что 
среди ваших целей всегда должны быть защита и поддержка жертв 
нетерпимости и ксенофобии. Нет такого явления как «нейтралитет», 
когда речь идет о расизме.  Какими бы ни были ваши планы, мы 
желаем вам успеха и творческих акций! Уверены, что вам будет, чем 
поделиться с другими! 

 

информационный буклет: Действуй! 

Самоучитель для тех, кто хочет организовать Мероприятие Действуй!

ОСНОВЫ 

UNITED for Intercultural Action
Это европейская сеть против национализма, расизма, фашизма и в поддержку мигрантов и беженцев

!

Многие из нас не раз встречались с нарушениями  прав человека, проблемами беженцев и мигрантов, проявлениями расизма и 
неонацизма. Поводов для беспокойства имеется очень много, но способ реагировать на них – один.
Гражданская  активность – это выражение неодобрения идеям расизма и нетерпимости и поддержка миротворческих альтернатив. 
Гражданская активность должна помочь молодым людям осмыслить происходящее в мире и сформировать терпимое отношение 
к иным взглядам, что, в свою очередь, положительно скажется на духовной атмосфере общества. Начало вашей деятельности – это 
участие в совместных действиях для достижения  многокультурного и мирного будущего, где есть место всем. Такая активность 
означает участие в общеевропейском движении, противостоящем политической стратегии разделения общества и исключения из 
него отдельных людей. Активисты из разных стран, начинающие и опытные, бедные и богатые, участвуют в создании мирной и более 
человечной  Европы, открытой  для каждого. Все эти люди, использующие свои творческие возможности и силу воли, действительно 
могут изменить общество к лучшему. Очень часто их мероприятия, подготавливающиеся на ограниченные средства, являются одними 
из самых лучших, творческих и эффективных действий.
Этот информационный буклет – это гид для тех, кто хочет организовывать акции с минимальными денежными затратами или  совсем 
без них, но, тем не менее, провести интересное и захватывающее мероприятие.
За последние годы секретариат UNITED координировал десятки общеевропейских кампаний, включавших в себя разные формы 
гражданской активности: как демонстрации и общенациональные проекты, так и небольшие мастер-классы, уроки в школах или  
культурные акции против расизма. Наша Сеть включает в себя более 560 неправительственных организаций, и мы рады поделиться 
всем этим опытом и знаниями, которые могут дать вам общее представление о том огромном количестве возможностей организации 
и проведения различных мероприятий. Мы рады поделиться знанием о том, что необходимо сделать для успешного проведения 
акций, и о том, как UNITED  может  вам помочь.

Самоучитель для тех, 
кто хочет организовать Мероприятие

ДЕЙСТВУЙ

Организация любых ваших действий, вне зависимости от их масштаба, 
требует продумывания и планирования для их эффективности. 

Три ключевых момента для успешного старта
Понимание и заинтересованность Почему вы решили действовать 
и чего вы хотите достичь своими акциями? Необходимо точно 
определить, за что или против чего вы хотите выступать в своих 
действиях. Не забывайте, что любые выступления не обязательно 
должны быть только против чего-то (например, расизма), но могут 
предлагать и позитивную альтернативу (например, через показ 
преимуществ жизни в  обществе разных культур). Успешные акции 
предполагают наличие четкой цели. Решите, на что вы хотите 
воздействовать, что именно должно измениться и как на это можно 
повлиять. Кто может поддержать ваши действия? Может быть, у вас 
есть потенциальная «целевая» группа (например, школьники, молодые 
мигранты или женщины)? Почему вы или ваша организация являетесь 
экспертами именно по этой теме? Есть ли причины организовывать 
мероприятие «здесь» и «сейчас»? Заинтересованы ли вы в этой теме 
сами? Актуальны ли данные проблемы в обществе? Вы должны четко 
знать ваши задачи до начала планирования мероприятия.

Партнеры Возможно, вы думаете, что вокруг нет никого, кто был бы 
заинтересован в том же, что и вы, но это не так! Нужно обязательно 
продумать возможность  совместных действий – найдите другие 
группы, организации или отдельных активистов, которые  могут 
быть  заинтересованы в сотрудничестве. UNITED может помочь вам с 

поиском единомышленников в вашем регионе, используя свою базу 
данных. Потенциальные партнеры могут помочь вам организовать 
мероприятие, поделиться контактами или принять участие в вашей 
акции, сделав ее более многочисленной. Возможно, какие-то группы 
уже имеют опыт работы по вашей теме. Если вы будете действовать 
совместно – разделите обязанности и найдите время для оценки 
различных аспектов вашей общей деятельности. Для получения 
максимума пользы и поддержки со стороны ваших партнеров 
необходимо связаться с ними как можно раньше. Зачастую новые 
партнеры могут также помочь вам найти спонсоров для проекта. 

Творческий подход Чем креативнее и оригинальнее ваше 
мероприятие, тем больше внимания оно привлечет со стороны СМИ 
и общественности и тем до большего количества людей дойдет ваше 
послание. Придумайте хороший слоган: он должен быть максимально 
коротким, понятным и ясно объясняющим цели и задачи ваших 
действий. Подумайте над методами, которыми вы воспользуетесь 
(использование выставок, театра и т.п.) и решите, какие из них позволят 
наиболее эффективно донести ваше послание и цели. Творческий 
подход – это не «всего понемножку», а выбор самых подходящих 
инструментов для свежей и оригинальной подачи ваших идей.

ВЫВОДЫ
• Решите, о чем должно быть ваше мероприятие!
• Ищите партнеров и извлекайте пользу из совместной деятельности!
• Найдите эффективный способ донести ваше послание до людей!

MATRA

UNITED information leaflets ‘Get Active - The ‘How to Organise an Activity?’ Guide’, ‘Human Library - Don’t Judge a Book by its Cover!’ and ‘How to 
Understand and Confront Holocaust Denial’ in Russian and English language were printed in 2010
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Conferences

Every year UNITED organises international network conferences, bringing together around 60-80 
NGO activists, experts, OSCE-ODIHR representatives etc. from all over Europe. With this conferences 
UNITED provides a training-, exchange- and working platform for NGO activists and experts. To ensure 
that different interests and viewpoints are taken into account and the diversity within the UNITED 
network is represented, each conference is prepared by a rotating International Preparatory Group 
(IPG) consisting of committed activists from different regions of Europe. A conference theme is chosen 
according to the needs of the network thanks to ongoing communication. Also the hosting country of 
the conference is rotating.

UNITED has an open invitation policy for its network conferences and every individual belonging 
to a NGO or active informal group within Europe can apply. The selection of participants is made 
according to the participants’ profile, which is evaluated by the IPG. Care is given to a gender and 
geographical balance as well as to a fair representation of minorities. 

These network conferences work on the basis of non-formal intercultural learning. Organisations and 
activists are taking part in activities in ever-changing roles. Young activists gain experience from an 
educator-perspective as for example in leading a working group as facilitator – on UNITED conferences 
you will not find ‘ordinary’ participants as great importance is given to active participation from 
everybody. This concept has been developed in close co-operation with the youth directorate of the 
Council of Europe. 

Education takes place in the form of cognitive learning, emotional learning and behavioural learning. 
UNITED conferences use all three methods. Emotional learning is stimulated through working with 
people in a safe environment. Cognitive learning is stimulated by presentations and lectures as 
well as plentiful written material to take home and study later. Behavioural learning is taking place 
in the practical working groups, workshops as well as the planning/campaigning working groups. 
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Conferences are often roughly summarised as ‘information – training – exchange – campaigning’. 
Participating to a UNITED conference is a unique experience that hardly will be forgotten. 

The conferences make use of different non-formal education methods such as: panel discussion, 
working groups, debates, lectures, plenary sessions, political cafes, intercultural activities, video-
presentations, study trips information market and many more. In the evening of the arrival day, 
participants are invited to get to know each other through so-called ice-breaking games.

Beyond the working sessions, there is time to socialise, to build fellowships, to network informally, 
to get inspired in one-to-one discussions or to create basis for future cooperation. A great spectrum 
of social and optional activities animates such burst of bridging of cultures and identities. During one 
evening of the conference, the ‘info-market’, all delegates get their space to introduce the activities 
of their own organisation and to share with the rest of the group a taste, a sound or a colour of their 
own culture. Everyone exchanges opinions, good-practice and know-how, and in particular, explores 
the possibilities of future partnerships. 

The UNITED secretariat organises conferences as part of the network’s overall work and conferences 
are seen as catalyst part of a longer process. The conferences have many links to other work and 
projects within the network, e.g. the campaigns and the publications. There is an interaction between 
the information exchange through publications and the conferences; there is an interaction between 
the conferences and the campaigns that are coordinated on a European level, etc.

Partnership Projects

UNITED continuously engages in partnership projects with local network organisation throughout 
Europe. These projects serve specific aims on local and regional level and draw on UNITED’s experience 
and capacities in project management, as well as the accumulated technical and methodological 
expertise. On the other hand, such projects are used to translate knowledge and good-practices into 
practise, test their viability and gain valuable field-experience that is necessary to further develop 
methods and improve strategies.

In 2010 UNITED coordinated 2 main partnership projects:

• Utilising the Network of Ethnic Associations in Russia to 
 provide support for Youth Organisations in Russia
 Based on a partnership between UNITED for Intercultural Action and the Centre for Interethnic 

Cooperation (CIC) in Moscow, a joint project called “Utilising the Network of Ethnic Associations in 
Russia to provide support for youth organisations in Russia” started in 2009.

 With the financial support of the European Commission (delegation Moscow) UNITED and CIC will 
actively promote youth participation and a positive attitude towards cultural differences in Russia. 
Thanks to the experience of the Network of Ethnic Organisations in Russia and the UNITED Network, 
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a Network of Youth Organisations will be created to provide support for youth organisations in the 
Russian Federation. The participation in the project of both ethnic and students’ organisations will 
enable mutual understanding and will draw attention of youth organisations to the problems of 
xenophobia and human rights. 

• Civil Organisations Serving Society: 
 Youth Actions Against Racism, Nationalism and Xenophobia and 
 for Human Rights and Intercultural Dialogue
 The goal of this 3-years project (official project-start November 2009) is to strengthen and empower 

Russian youth, human rights, ethnic and Civil Society NGOs in counteracting racism, xenophobia 
and hatred. Therefore the project intends to increase the professional level of civil society activists 
through: the stimulation of mutual relations between concerned parties from governmental and 
nongovernmental sides, as well as between Russian and European actors by creating acceptable 
and attractive resources and materials to promote Human Rights and inter-cultural dialogue; 
educational programs and setting up cooperation and exchange of experience; promoting positive 
and progressive social changes; stimulating the shift in direction of the state to advance the process 
of the realisation of an adequate anti-discrimination law by forming and implementing a common 
agenda on combating intolerance and discrimination into the work of the different actors in the 
field (both, from governmental and non governmental sides)
The project was developed thanks to the support of the Matra Program of the Dutch Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs, after many years’ experience of the Youth Human Rights Movement and UNITED in 
antidiscrimination work and deep analysis on the current trends of civil society active in the fight 
against right-winged extremism, racism and discrimination.

Travelling Social Cuisine
This one-year project (start July 2010) was initiated under the lead of the National Institute of Social 
Integration in Lithuania. The aim of the project is to enable the post-Soviet countries Lithuania, Latvia 
and Estonia, to effectively struggle xenophobia and racism; as well as facilitate a dialogue between 
West- and East Europe in order to establish a sustainable platform of interaction and participation. 
Therefore the project works out innovative methods of conflict resolution in a participatory process, 
which has the form of an experimental “cuisine” for young activists to learn and develop new “recipes” 
of action. 

NowHereLand - Improving Services for Undocumented Migrants in the EU
Thanks to this project a knowledge base for providing, exchanging and developing good practice of 
health care services for undocumented migrants, was created. The project, initiated by the Center for 
Health and Migraiton in Austria was a cooperation between NGOs and Institutions from several EU 
countries, among them was also the UNITED Network.

Creating a Level Playing Field
UNITED in partnership with ENGSO, got involved in the project “Creating a Level Playing Field” aiming 
to create social inlusion in and through sports by supporting sports and specialised organisations to 
facilitate access to sport for people with migrant background.
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Info-system

Database
The extensive UNITED database is updated and added to on a daily basis to form the most comprehensive 
and efficient networking tool possible. With over 8000 stakeholder contacts and constantly growing, 
it reflects the diversity and dynamism in the European antidiscrimination movement. Through the 
database, not only can the secretariat ensure that they remain in close contact with each organisation 
or individual, but at one click, recommendations, referrals and cooperation can be generated 
throughout the network.

Mailing system
UNITED carried out quarterly postal mailings to over 2300 contacts in the field, grass-roots 
organisations, journalists, educational institutes and MEPs which updated them on network activity, 
informed them about future campaigns and distributed examples of good practice via leaflets and 
reports. Invitations to more material were also included, to encourage further participation in network 
activities. 

The value of the mailing system works both ways; it also allows UNITED receiving publications, 
posters and campaigning material from organisations active in our fields. Not only does this help us 
to be aware of action all across Europe - thereby expanding the network - good practices are also 
credited, promoted and fed back to other organisations. Internet and email communication is utilised 
in a similar way; a news article or call for action proposed by even just an individual can be sent to 
the whole network, making small news that may struggle to reach an audience gain widespread 
international attention. It is this continuous multi-level synergy, which keeps the UNITED info-system 
so dynamic and contemporary. 

Address Book Against Racism
In 2010, an updated version of one UNITED’s most valuable networking tools – the Address Book 
Against Racism – was published with 2480 adresses. It provides contact details for thousands of 
organisations active in our fields across Europe, as well as a description of the nature of their work 
and was distributed through the network via one of the quarterly mailings. As anyone consulting the 
book is able to quickly discern an organisation’s fields of interest, suitability and relevance for their 
own work, it is an excellent first point of reference throughout the movement. An extended version 
of the Addressbook was made available on the UNITED website.

Calendar of Internationalism
The Calendar of Internationalism is an ongoing project of the 
UNITED and constantly overseen by volunteers in the UNITED 
secretariat. The Calendar acts as public source and information 
tool about events, seminars, training courses, conferences, 
demonstrations, exhibitions, festivals, campaigns and any other 
action linked with the working fields of UNITED. It is a promotional 
tool for active groups and organisations in Europe, but also 
an international action agenda and source of ‘good practice’ 
examples for active citizens and activists in Europe.

This project has been implemented in 1992 and proofed to be 
an excellent reference guide to good practices and co-operations 
within the European anti-racist movement. As the information 
comes from the movement to serve the movement, it documents 
the ongoing struggle for equality and reflects the themes and 
dimension of the anti-discrimination work in Europe.
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Beside the weekly-updated online version of the Calendar, UNITED published 4 printed editions in 
2010 (each containing about 140-160 announcements). With the printed editions of the Calendar of 
Internationalism UNITED also mapped out more detailed documented ‘Good Practice’ cases that took 
place within the anti-racist movement in Europe. These short documentations of special activities 
aim to show innovative and also unconventional ideas of resistance, protest and intervention. Beside 
the pure information about: What? Why? Where? How? A good practice always targets to motivate 
individuals or groups to start acting themselves.

Delegations
UNITED sustains good links with the most important agencies and institution at European and 
international level and the growth of the UNITED network is guaranteed by its representation at 
international and local meetings, conferences and events all over Europe: it is thanks to the UNITED 
delegates that the voice of the network became stronger, more visible and accessible over the year.

Experts of the UNITED Network provided advice and shared strategies and know-how during several 
meetings and conferences. For example in Germany in occasion of the preparatory meeting of the 
national Action Week Against Racism coordinated by Interkultureller Rat, in Brussels at the meeting 
organised by the Centre for Parliamentary Studies - Tackling Multiple Discrimination of Migrants 
Towards Greater Diversities in Europe, or in Turkey at the Istanbul Hrant Dink Foundation - Hate 
Crimes and Hate Speech Conference, just to mention some. 

In 2010 UNITED strengthened its cooperation with the OSCE - Office for Democratic Institutions and 
Human Rights, based in Warsaw (Poland), representatives of the UNITED Network were invited to the 
OSCE “High Level Conference on Tolerance and Non-discrimination” meetings in Astana (Kazachstan) 
to give inputs from a NGO perspective while OSCE delegates participated in the UNITED conferences 
in Hungary and Russia, furthermore new ties were created with the Foundation “Remembrance 
Responsibility and Future” (Germany).

UNITED has consultative status with the United Nations - Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC). 
Excellent connections exist with both, Council of Europe and European Commission. Within the 
Council of Europe, UNITED is a member of the Advisory Council on Youth. Our active contribution in 
several meetings of the Council of Europe Advisory Council on Youth in Strasbourg (France), Budapest 
(Hungary) was highly appreciated, as well as our participation in the expert meeting at the “3rd 
Meeting of the Monitoring Group Africa-Europe Youth Summit” of the Council of Europe and the 
European Commission in Molilla (Spain).

Free-Information Policy
UNITED has a vast collection of already over 300 publications. These publications are developed within 
the co-operating network organisations and designed, produced and disseminated by the UNITED 
secretariat. Up to today, several UNITED publications have been translated and reprinted in different 
languages, such as Azeri, Czech, English, French, German, Italian, Norwegian, Polish, Romanian, 
Russian, Serbian, Slovakian, Spanish and Swedish. Many translations were realised through voluntary 
help of individuals and network organisations.

All materials published by UNITED are distributed through the reliable mailing system, at delegations, 
at activities (e.g. street actions), at international conferences and provided (in larger amounts) to 
organisations and events on request. All UNITED material is free of copyrights, however when copied 
the source or the information needs to be mentioned. All UNITED publications are free of copyright 
(just the source needs to be mentioned) and can be found and downloaded from the UNITED webpage 
www.unitedagainstracism.org.
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Funding

UNITED depends on the financial support that comes from network organisations and individual 
supporters, however we worry about essential additional funding for the upcoming period. While 
it is possible to partly fund projects, campaigns and conferences with granted sponsorships we still 
need to cover our administrative costs with minimal amounts in relation to the necessary individual 
effort and working force. Thus, the reason why also in 2010 UNITED could do its work is due to the 
self-less commitment of international volunteers. 

Although financial support is sought from a wide range of funds, UNITED remains independent of any 
political party, governmental institute or state.

SPECIAL THANKS TO...
First of all we want to give our very special “Thank You!” to all the committed activists and people, 
network-organisations and supporters of UNITED that keep the anti-discrimination movement and 
the fight for human rights alive.

Thanks to the members of the International Conference Preparatory Groups (IPG) for the enthusiasm 
and voluntary engagement to make the 2010 conferences an extraordinary experience. 

Thanks to the dedicated UNITED volunteers and delegates without them the UNITED Network would 
not be able to contribute to a more open-minded society.

We thank the hundreds of organisations all over Europe that spent great effort in organising activities 
during the UNITED campaigns.

And last but not least “Thanks!” to the diverse financial supporters of UNITED. Without them it would 
not be possible to keep up the UNITED Network structure.
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UNITED IS SUPPORTED BY
more than 550 organisations from 48 European countries, many prominent individuals, private supporters and long-term 
volunteers from Aktion Sühnezeichen Friedensdienste, the European Voluntary Service- and Leonardo Programme and 
Austrian Holocaust Memorial Service.
Since 1992 financial support was received from various sponsors such as: European Commission (General Budget/Socrates/
Grundtvig/Youth in Action Programme/DG Employment Social Affairs/ TACIS IBPP), Council of Europe (European Youth 
Foundation/European Youth Centres), OSCE-ODIHR, Heinrich-Böll-Stiftung, World Council of Churches, Olof Palmes 
MinnesFond, Cultural Council Sweden, Ministry of Education Slovenia, Green Group-, Socialist Group-, and GUE/NGL Group 
in the European Parliament, European Cultural Foundation, Stiftung West-Östliche Begegnung, Aktionsbündnis Gegen 
Gewalt, Rechtextremismus und Fremdenfeindlichkeit Brandenburg, Home Office UK, Ministry of Interior-BZK NL, Federal 
Department of Foreign Affairs CH,  the Matra Programme of the Netherlands Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Vuurwerk Internet, 
Instituto Português da Juventude, National Integration Office Sweden, Service Nationale de la Jeunesse Luxembourg, LNU 
- Norwegian Youth Council, Europees Platform Grundtvig, Friedrich Ebert Stiftung,  Federal Social Insurance Office (Dep. for 
Youth Affairs) CH, Swiss Coordination Office of Youth for Europe, Federal Service for Combating Racism (Fund for Projects 
Against Racism) CH, Migros Kulturprozent CH, Comunidad de Madrid, Ministry of Youth and Sport of Azerbaijan, The Swedish 
National Board of Youth Affairs, Rothschild Foundation, Local Municipality of Budapest, Open Society Institute, Youth Board of 
Cyprus, Foundation Remembrance Responsibility and Future, Open Society Foundation - Bratislava, Final Frontiers Internet, 
Dijkman Offset and others.

UNITED has received financial assistance from the Council of Europe (European Youth Foundation), the European Union  
(Youth In Action Programme) and the Matra Programme of the Netherlands Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

The contents of this document are the sole responsibility of UNITED and can under no circumstances be regarded as reflecting 
the position of the sponsors.
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